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ABSTRACT 

THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OP AUSTRIA 

April 27 to December 13* 19^5 

Mary Arm Probus Anzelmo 

Austria's future in the closing days of World War 

II was uncertain. The Allies had expected to find a 

political vacuum. Yet, like a phoenix rising from the 

ashes, an Austrian provisional government emerged from • 

the postwar rubble within one-month after Allied liber¬ 

ation. 

This study examines the atmosphere which made pos¬ 

sible such a rapid congealing of political forces, the . 

initial formation of the government, the difficulties 

presented by the Soviets on the one hand and the western 

powers on the other, and the many factors which enabled 

the government to overcome these difficulties. 

The importance of the provisional government has 

frequently been underestimated. For its success in lay¬ 

ing the foundation for viable Austrian independence, it 

deserves more credit than its achievements as an interim 

government suggest. 



DEDICATION 

This study I dedicate to those two 

who have always mattered most:- 

Sam and Margaret 



PREFACE 

The creation of the Austrian Provisional Government 

in the fascinating milieu, of post World War II Vienna has 

occupied my interests for the last two years. In the story 

of the evolution of this interim governmental agency per¬ 

haps lies the key to Austria’s emergence as an independent 

nation--free from the domination of any power, east or 

west. The formation of an independent Austria was not a 

foregone conclusion. This essay will analyze the difficul¬ 

ties presented by the national interests of the four occu¬ 

pying powers--Russia, Great Britain, the United States, and 

France--and how, as Austria overcame these difficulties, . 

she laid, the foundations for becoming a free and indepen- > 

dent nation. 

Despite the many vicissitudes which the Austrian peo¬ 

ple had experienced between the last free election of 1930 

.and the November 25> 19^5* elections, the Austrian elector¬ 

ate exercised a maximum participation in the reestablish¬ 

ment of a democratic republic and exhibited a growing faith 

in a viable Austria. For these people a profound admiration 

• is due. 



iii. 

My investigation of the Austrian provisional govern¬ 

ment has been guided and encouraged by Dr. R. John Rath, 

to whom 3' owe an unfundable debt. His own devotion to 

Austrian history has always been a source of inspiration 

for my studies. 

I Would- also like to thank the members of my thesis 

committee, Professors Louis Galambos and Charles Garside, 

for their helpful suggestions. 



CHAPTER I 

. LAYING THE GROUNDWORK 

Austria, a country whose fate hung in the balance in 

the closing days of World War II, faced an uncertain future. 

Plans for filling the expected and apparent political vacu¬ 

um had been discussed at the Yalta Conference, where Great 

Britain and the United States expressed hopes of seeing a 

democracy restored." It was Russia's desire to see a poli- 

p 
tically reliable, Soviet-oriented government installed. 

An Austrian provisional government was' recognised by 

the Russian army occupation authorities.less than one month 

after their entry into Austria at the end of March, 19*!5. 

The rapid formation of the provisional government was due to 

a most fortunate combination of circumstances. ‘ Although the 

^"See the "Declaration on Liberated Europe" in Department 
of State, Foreign Relations of the United States. Diplomatic- 
Papers. The Conferences at Ma~lta and YaIta, 19*!5 ("Washingtcn, 
D. C. : Government Printing Office, 19551* PP*. 9iS-9'!9; 
Herbert Feis, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin. The War They 
Waged and the Peace They Sought (Princeton, New Jersey: Princ: 
ton University Press, 1957)% PP* 5*19-550. 

^Douglas V/. Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19*15.*" 
Austrian History Yearbook, Vol. I (1965), P* 123* 
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predominance of Russian influence was to cause political 

problems later, the fact that the Russians were the first 

to enter Austria was of paramount importance since they 

welcomed the opportunity to turn the tasks of administration 

and reconstruction over to the Austrians. 

The Russian attitude of leniency and cooperation re¬ 

sulted in a rapid formation of a city government for Vienna 

and a resurgence of political activity which led to the 

reformation of the traditional political parties. This, in 

turn, provided the situation ripe for the reestablishment, 

of a national government. Lastly, the Red Army had found.a 

protege—Karl Renner--whom they thought would be a pliable 

and cooperative figurehead. Thus, given Renner's support;' 

by the Russian army and the fertile political climate in 

Vienna, the basis of a provisional government was rapidlyr. 

agreed upon. Official recognition by-the Soviets and the 

formal inauguration ceremonies were celebrated on Sunday, 

April 29, 19^5. 

After getting off to such a rapid start, many Austrians 

were hopeful that a regular government could be formed in a 

matter of a few months. But the problems of the government's 

isolation, recognition by the western Allied powers, and the 

authorization for holding free elections were factors which 

prolonged the life of the provisional government. How did 



the government overcome these difficulties? V.'hat were the 

causes of the delay? . Given the attitude of the western 

powers and the developing east-west conflict, how could 

Austria regain her independence? Finally, how did the pro¬ 

blems- encountered by the provisional government effect the 

country'.s internal situation? In the answer to these ques¬ 

tions lie many factors that help explain Austria's escape 

from Soviet domination and her subsequent independence. 

Some of these factors, such as the change in the nature of 

Austrian socialism and the belief in the viability of - Austria, 

are also major differences between the First and Second Re¬ 

publics. 

On March 28, 19^5* the Third Ukranian Army under. Mar¬ 

shal Fjodor Iwanowitsch Toibukhin approached the Austrian 

border from the Bakony forest in Hungary. ~> By the end of . 

the same day Soviet troops had entered Austria through the 

Hungarian border town of Koszeg.^ On Easter Sunday, April 1, 

they liberated the little village of Gloggnitz, where Dr. 

Karl Renner, the chancellor of the First Austrian Republic 

’and former leader of the Social*Democratic Party, was living 

^The Times (London),' weekly edition, March 28, 19^5, 
P. 7. 

^William Lloyd Stearman, The Soviet Union and the Occu¬ 
pation of Austria (An Analysis of Soviet Policy in Austria, 
3.9'15~~ 1955) (Bonn:” Siegler and Company, K. G., n. d.), p. 19. 



in retirement. 

Renner had been instrumental in the reorganization of 

Austrian government after World War I. During the early 

years of the First Republic repeated efforts to conciliate 

interparty strife failed. The influence of Renner, a long 

standing exponent of cooperation, became comparatively less 

important as the conflict increased. When parliament was 

suspended in March, 1933> and the Social Democratic Party 

was subsequently suppressed by the Dollfuss government, 

Renner retired to Gloggnitz. As a consequence, he was left 

out of the confidential circles of the socialists who were 

active in resistance activities (mainly in Vienna) at the 

end of the war.^ Renner'.s isolation was heightened by a .• 

misunderstanding about his position suppprting the union- 

O 

with Hitler's Germany. 

Renner's support of the Volksabstlmmung (plebiscite 

for union with Germany) provided ideal political blackmail 

-'Karl Renner, Denkschrlft flber die Geschichte der Un- 
abhflnglgkeitserkl&rung 5s~terrelchs und die Binsetzung der 
provlsorlschen Regierung der Republik (Vienna: 3s t e r r e i c h - 
ische Staatsdruckerei, 1945)> P^ 3l Paul R. Sweet, "The 
New Austria: Notes on the First Year," The Journal of Poli¬ 
tics, Vol. VIII, No. 3 (August, 1946), p. 330. 1 

^Richard Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria (London: Ox¬ 
ford University Press, 1933)” p. 4’. 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945/' P- 123« 

^Renner was persuaded, to underwrite the plebiscite in 



material for Russian use. But the Russians thought that 

Renner could be relied upon ’without blackmail pressure, be¬ 

cause, although he was moderate enough in his views to be 

accepted by all Austrian parties, he was sufficiently far 

to the left to win Russian approval. In fact, Renner was 

certain that the future of.Austria would unquestionably be 
o 

socialist. Furthermore, the Soviets did not expect him to 

live long enough to cause them any real trouble. All in all, 

from the Russian point of view, Renner was an ideal choice 

for a nominal head of government."^ As Stalin supposedly: 

put it, "What, the old traitor is still alive? He is just 

the man we need. 

Renner first came into contact with the Russian army 

when, after two days and nights of constant searches for • 

hidden Nazis and weapons by Russian patrols, he decided to. 

appeal to the occupation authorities on behalf of the towns- 

12 
people of Gloggnitz. The local commander referred Renner 

return for Captain Josef Leopold's promise that Robert Danne- 
berg, a party colleague of Jewish extraction, would be re¬ 
leased from prison. For a full account of Renner's role, see 
Oskar Helmer, 50. Jahre erlebte Geschichte (Vienna: Verlag 
der Wiener Volksbuchhandlung^ n"! d.), y T83* 

^William B. Bader, Austria between East and West- 19**5- 
1955 (Stanford, Calf.: Stanford University Press, 1966)-, p. 22 

■^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19^5;" PP. 122-123. 

i:LIbid., p. 123. 

tenner, Denkschrift flber die Geschichte die proviso- 
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to Kottlach, a village two kilometers away. As fate would 

have it, one of the officers there recognized Renner's name 

and knew of his background. Realizing the potential signi¬ 

ficance of Renner's influence, this officer telephoned his 

commanding officer at the front. Assuring the old socialist 

that something would be done about the mistreatment of the 

townspeople, the officer sent Renner to a command post in a 

mountain area which Renner soon learned was Hochw$lkersdorf. 
i 

A Russian colonel served as interpreter for a cross exami¬ 

nation in which Renner explained that he had avoided '.perse¬ 

cution by the Nazis so that he could live to see the day 

when Austria might again need his experience in a transition 

from war to peace. However, when one of the officers:of¬ 

fered the assistance of the Red Army in restoring peace in 

Austria, Renner asked for time to think the matter over. He 

was billeted with a German-speaking lieutenant who later 

served as liaison officer between Renner and the Russians.^3 

' Renner finally decided that Russian assistance could be 

accepted without fear of the bolshevization of Austria. Even 

•if the United. States and Great Britain did not prevent Rus¬ 

sian inroads on Austria's social and economic structure, the 

spiritual dispositions of the Austrians would prevent such 

rlschen Regierung, p. 4. 

^•SBased on ibid., pp. *1-8. 



a move from succeeding.'*'^ Karl Gruber, a resistance leader 

in western Atistria and future foreign minister, later ex¬ 

pressed a similar faith that Austria’s cultural tradition 

would make the population immune to communism. 

After agreeing to accept the Russian offer, Renner was 

escorted into a roomy peasant house at 2:00 p. rn., on April 

5, where he was greeted by a surprising number of high offi¬ 

cers. The meeting was conducted by General Alexei Zheltov, 

who asked Renner if he felt capable of rendering a service 

both to his own country and to the Red Army. After Renner 

indicated his willingness to discuss the existing possibili¬ 

ties, Zheltov offered him the 'assistance of the Red Army in 

return for his cooperation. Renner stated that he would- in 

no-way act as an agent of the Russians or their-interests. 

He did, however, outline his intention to issue a series of 

appeals to the Austrian people in which he would call upon 

them to declare the independence of their country and to re¬ 

turn to a democratic republican constitution. He also gave 

assurances that he was willing to submit a written copy.-of 

-*-^Ibld. , pp. 8-9. Renner's memoir is the only source 
available for the discussions. Vhile I have attempted to 
recapture the spirit of his memoir in this summary, it must 
be pointed out that a defensive tone permeates the memoir. 
It is also possible that in his memoirs Renner may have 
tried to justify his cooperation with the Russians to the di 
trustful party leaders in Vienna and western Austria as well 
as to the sxaspicious western Allies. 

^•5Karl Gruber, "Austria Holds On, " Foreign Affairs, 
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his appeals to the Red Army before making them public. De¬ 

spite some objections Renner's plans were accepted."^ 

Upon his return to Gloggn’itz, Renner immediately set to 

work drafting his appeals. As president of the illegally 

dissolved parliament,. he planned to recall practically all 

the members who were alive.and available. Only fascist mem¬ 

bers would be excluded. The vacant seats were to be filled 

by communists. Renner's appeals for the reestablishment of 

an independent democratic government were addressed to( the 

men and women of Austria, to the soldiers, the working peo¬ 

ple, trie villages and municipalities, the peasants, the 

workers, the Viennese, and the middle class.-? All of'these 

appeals asked that the people of Austria join together to 

rid the country of Nazi influence and to cooperate with the 

Allies in restoring Austrian democracy. . r 

A Russian army official inspected the first appeal on 

a visit to Gloggnitz. On a return visit he brought some cars 

to help move Renner and his family to a little castle named 

Eichbichl at the foot of the Rosalien mountains near V.'iener 

Neustadt. Renner stayed there with a guard detachment for 

Vol. XXVI (April, 1948), p. 482. 

-^Renner, Denkschrift flber die Gescirichte die provlso- 
rlschen Reglerung, pp. 9-11. ' 

17Ibid.-, pp. 11-12. 
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twelve days.1*"8 During this time he worked hard on plans 

for reconstructing the country and trying to contact his 

friends and former associates. 

Meanwhile, the Russians continued their rapid advance 

from the Hungarian border toward Austria's capital. On the 

same day Gloggnitz was liberated, Wiener Neustadt had come 

PO 
under siege. Russian air raids on Vienna began April 2. 

They were aimed primarily at the Danubian bridges in order 

to hinder the German retreat from the city.^ 

On April 2 a radio announcement was made encouraging 

civilians to leave the city and declaring that Vienna/ would 

be defended by all military means.Martial law was\de¬ 

clared. Factories and businesses were closed, and;the work¬ 

ers were given a month's wages.^3 The vteffen 3S entrenched 

l8Ibid., p. 12. 

-*•9For example, Renner addressed a long letter to the 
mayor of Baden and a brief note to Adolf SchcJrf, a close 
friend and associate, on April 17. This correspondence is 
reproduced in Adolf SchSrf, Osterreichs Erneuerung 19$5- 
1955> Das erste Jahrzent der zwelten Republik (Vienna: 
Verlag der Wiener Volksbuchhandlung, 195377 PP- 35-36. 

Hanns Leo Mikoletzky, Osterreichisc'ne Zeitgeschichte. 
Vom Ende der Monarchic bis zum Abschluss des Staatsvertrages 
1955 XVienna: Osterreiehischer Bundesverlag, 1962), p. '$39• 

2-*-Helmer, 50. Jahre erlebte Geschichte, p. 190. 

23pie Verwaltung der Bundeshauptstadt Wien. Vom 1. 
April'1 19$5 bis 31. Dezember 19$7. Verwaltungsbericht (Vienna 
MagistratTder Stadt Wien, 19$9)> P* 15. 

^3Helmer, 50. Jahre erlebte Geschichte, p. 190; Miko- 
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itself in the Burg Theater and stockpiled supplies in under¬ 

ground vaults and air raid shelters. They also took over 

2k 
strategically located buildings in the inner city. 

In the German military plans, the defense of Vienna 
pt; 

depended on the loyalty of the VolkstHrm. " Thus the large- 

scale desertions of the Volkst^lrm, which began on April 5 

when the Volkstflrm tank division retreated from the Kahlen- 

burg, presaged the defeat of the National Socialists. VJehr- 

macht troops also began to leave their troop units to fol¬ 

low the example of those trading their uniforms and weapons 

26 
for civilian clothes. 

The Russian troops reached the southern outskirts of 

the city on April 6 and occupied Favoriten on the next day. 

Students and workmen greeted the liberators with flags.^ 

On the 7^h Tolbukhin's flank divisions reached the Danube,-. 

letzky, Osterreichlsche Zeitgeschichte, pp. ^39-^0. 

^Mikoletzky, Gsterreichische Zeitgeschichte, p. ^39* 

25 
""Der Viderstand der dJsterreichischen Wehrmachtsan- 

gehfirigen und der 'Volkssturm'" (Nach militSrischen Quellen)," 
Rot-V'eiss-Rot-Buch, Gerechtlgkeit ftir Osterreichs, Pt. 1: 
Nach Amt.lichen"Quellen (Vienna! ftsterreichischen Staatsdruck-‘ 
ereTT 1946), p. 155* 

2oAdolf Schclrf, April 1945 in V.'ien (Vienna: Verlag der 
Wiener Volksbuchhandlung, 1948), p". 15. 

"Viennese With Red Flags," Rot-Weiss-Rot-Buch, Pt. 1, 
p. 182. 
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northwest of the city, where they blocked all the western 

P« • ' 
exits from the city. Camping in the Vienna woods, the 

Red Army foot soldiers routed some Vehrmacht divisions who 

had orders tc resist the Russian advance in the area of 

Grinzing.^ A pincer movement was begun on the 8th that 

carried the Russians rapidly through the Vienna woods and 

the outlying areas such as Ottokring, through the city 

limits at Coblenz Street, and up to the second line of 

German defense (the Gilirtellienie) all in one day and with¬ 

out heavy fighting. White flags greeted the Russian'ad- 

vance throughout the Ottokring,”' - and the Russian, soldiers' 

handing out of cigarettes on Easter Sunday morning gave 

the naive onlookers the impression that the rumors of cru¬ 

elty on the part of the Red troops were empty gossip or 

propaganda.^ This climate of opinion quickly dissolved 

after the Russians' first night in the city. 

The Russian front was halted by the German defense 

along a line from Mariahilf to Alsergrund. Encamping near 

the general hospital, the Russians maintained control of 

the G’Jirtel line from Southtyrol Square to DiJbling.3^ The 

oR 
"Fighting in Vienna," ibid., p. l8l. 

29 
Helmer, 50. Jahre erlebte Geschichte, pp. 19C-191. 

3®SchSrf, April 19^5 in Wien, p. 15. 

^Helmer, 50. Jahre erlebte Geschichte, p. 191. 

-^Schclrf, April 19^5 in Wien, p. 16. 
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fighting on Easter Day was light, but on Monday it became 

more spirited. On that day it centered around the hospital 

Pacing the Russians on the Gttrtel line on the 8th and 9th, 

the German forces suddenly and silently retreated from thei 

posts-after about ten o'clock in the evening.33 By late 

Tuesday afternoon, the 10th, the Russians had cleared the 

hospital area. The battle for Austria's capital city was 

half over. 

The Danube Canal, the third line of the Nazi defense 

system, separated the Germans and Russians during several 

days of fierce fighting. The Prater was taken on the Ip.th. 

With this break in the canal defense line, it became obyi- 

ous that the National Socialists would have to abandon . 

their holding tactics. For the Germans the final days of 

fighting in the Leopoldstadt and Brigitter.au districts was 

a holding action to cover their retreat.‘ The fighting in 

the city ended on Friday, April 13-^ Leopoldstadt was 

occupied by the Russians on the 13th, and the Brigittenau 

was fully occupied on thel^th, when the last line of the 

Nazi defense system, the Danube■*river, was finally cleared. 

During the fighting in and around Vienna, 11,810 ci¬ 

vilians lost their lives. Over half of them had to be 

33Mikoletzkv, Qsterreichlsche Zeitgeschlchte, p. ^2. 

•^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, pp. 13-1^. 
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Qr; 
burled in the parks and gardens of the city.J" Industrial 

and warehouse storage areas suffered heavy losses. The 

model housing settlements built under democratic municipal 

administrations were almost demolished. Due to both the 

destruction of 21$ of the city's housing^0 and the requisi¬ 

tioning of quarters for Russian military, personnel, many 

people were homeless. Vienna's food supply had been cut 

off and the city was completely isolated from the rest of 

the country. 

After the battle subsided the fighting troops- were re¬ 

placed by occupation soldiers. The excesses of the latter 

were more terrifying than those of the former. Personal 

reminiscences of the days of April, 1945, are repletp-. with 

accounts of Russian looting and raping. Adolf Schclrf ^de¬ 

scribed the plight of women seeking salvarsen injections 

37 
or abortions. Suicides and non-combatant deaths caused 

by the population's "psychological reaction" to the Russian 

excesses were not uncommon. 

o c; 
-’-'Hans Riemer, Perle VJien. Ein Bilderbuch aus Vilens 

schllmmsten Tagen (Vienna: Verlag fUr Jugerid und Volk, 
19415), PP. x and '106-107. 

8^Ibld., pp. x-xi. 

^Schclrf, April 1945 in Wien, p. 28. 

38The Rehabilitation of Austria, 1945-1947, Vol. II. 
Unpublished manuscript prepared by United States, Allied 
Commission Austria, p. 5* An example of such deaths is re- 



Law and order v;ere almost non-existent. Elements of 

the population joined in the looting. Protection of life 

and property was left to the military police, who had little 

or no effect on the Russian soldiers. The lack of gas, 

electricity, and public transportation complicated matters 

further.. The water was hardly fit for washing, let alone 

drinking. Breaks in the mains and sewers made ^dysentery and 

typhus especially widespread.39 Normal civilian rations con- 

40 
sisted of only bread and beans. The control of the food 

situation by the Soviet appointed ward mayors led to the 

4l hoarding of food. Drunkenness also contributed to the . 

chaos. 

Despite all the destruction and the disillusionment 

with the liberators, Vienna suffered less from war damage ; 

than dome German cities. It is a credit to the Austrian ^re¬ 

sistance movement and its civilian groups that worse chaos 

was avoided. Complete anarchy was prevented by resistance 

lated in Oskar Helmer's account of finding only three fresh 
graves when he went early in April to visit the family of 
his-brother. They were all dead. Helmer, 50. Jahre erlebte 
Geschichte, pp. 191-193. Other 'examples of non-combatant 
deaths and of the Russian excesses can be found in SchSrf, 
flsterrelchs Erneuerung, p. 15. 

39pie Verwaltung der Stadt Wien, D. 21. 

^Austria, A Graphic Survey. Unpublished manuscript 
prepared by the United States Element, Commission for Austria 
December, 1948, p. xv. 

^Sch^rf, April 1945 in Vilen, p. 38. 



activity. The actions of various resistance groups also 

made it possible to rebuild a unified Austrian state based 

Zip 
in the traditional capital city. c 

The formation of the resistance group responsible for 

Vienna's protection began in November. 1944, when some of 

the resistance leaders within the military decided that con-, 

nections with leading civilian groups would be of great ad¬ 

vantage.^^ As a result, the National Provisional Committee 

44 
was formed to coordinate resistance activity. Establish¬ 

ing a secret communications center in the Grand Hotel;’in Vi¬ 

enna, the committee sought "to provide a representative poli¬ 

tical organ through which the military resistance movement 

could make contacts abroad. Unfortunately, by the,-time 

the Russian liberators arrived in the Austrian capital most 

of the committee members had been arrested and the organi- 

^~Karl Ziak (ed.), Unvsrg4ngllches Wien: Ein Gang 
durch die Geschichte von der Urseit bis zur Gegenwar't('VI- 
enna: Europa Verlag, 1964"j7 p] 449 • 

^^otto Molden, Der Ruf des Gewlssens, Der flsterreich- 
isehe Freiheit.skampf 1938-1945. Beitrd'ge sur Geschichte der 
<3sterreichische V'iderstandsbewegung (2nd ed., Vienna: Ver- 
1ag~Harold, 195b), pp. 203-204. This book gives a detailed 
account of the military resistance movement in Austria. 

1 . 

^The members of the committee were Heinrich Otto Spits, 
Dr. Ernst Molden, Major Alfons Stillfried, Prof. Dr. Alfred 
Verdross, Dr. Joseph Elzdor, and Friedrich Maureq. Ibid., 
p. 175. ' 

il ^ 
•^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 12. 
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zation destroyed. 

But within the Provisional National Committee’s organ¬ 

ization in Vienna was a "committee of seven," which consisted 

of Dr. Hans Becker, Dr. Raoul Bumballa-Burenau, the Catholic 

Conservative leader Viktor Milliner, the Social Democratic 

leaders Georg Fraser and Eduard Seitz, the Communist Frau 

Hermine Hrdlicka, and the monarchist Emil Oswald.^ This 

committee's primary concern was with political leadership. 

The committee also took over the work of the Provisional 

National Committee after the gestapo raids of March, 1945;^ 

and acted as a coordinating body for the civilian resistance 
2jg 

groups in the last days of the'liberation. . The Auersperg 

Palace, which had been the main headquarters of all elements 
C () 

of the resistance movement since April 7;" was the center 

of the political leadership of Viennese political life* dur¬ 

ing the liberation period and the early days of occupation. 

The formation of a Viennese political organization provided 

the degree of order necessary for the rapid formation of a 

^In early March Dr. Hans Becker, Spitz, Fritz Molden, 
and others were arrested at the Spitz home, which had been 
a resistance center. Spitz was executed on April 10, 1945. 
Molden, Per Ruf des Gewissens, p. 247. 

2t7lbid., P- 204. 
o 
°Ante, p. 6, n. 13. Bumballa took Becker's place. 

SchcJrf, April 1945 In V/ien, p. 54. 

^Molden, Per Ruf des Gewissens, p. 247. 

5°Ibid., p. 245. 
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central government. • 

. The formation of a local government in Vienna prior to 

the establishment of the national government also, helped to 

solidify general ideas about the government's constitutional 

basis. For example, the Russian proclamation to the Austrian 

people issued in the Osterre.ichische Zeitung on April 15 pro¬ 

mised a return to the conditions that had existed in 1938.-^ 

Various Austrian groups, however, planned to return to the 
* 

political situations that had existed at 193*1 or 1933 or 

1929 and so on. Many other Austrians were ready for a: change 

in government. The ravages of war and the need for recon¬ 

struction gave rise to a desire for genuine cooperation be¬ 

tween the parties that had been such bitter enemies iniVthe 

First Republic. The shared experience of impris'onment under 

Hitler led to .a softening of ideological differences between 

the political leaders. A compromise based on principles of 

cooperation and the division of offices on a proportional 

basis between the traditional socialist and conservative par¬ 

ties and the Communist Party was worked out on the city level. 

In many ways this compromise served as a pattern for the for¬ 

mation of the national provisional government. Even more im¬ 

portant, the negotiations about the city government clarified 

5-*This proclamation is reproduced in Rot-Weiss-Rot-Buch, 
P. 191. 
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thinking along party lines and showed that actions were de¬ 

termined by party loyalty.The.spirit of party loyalty 

acted as a centripetal force in unifying the party factions 

and establishing party organizations. 

Specifically, the establishment of Vienna's provisional 

government and the formation of the major political parties 

began on the morning of April 12, 19^5> when the committee of 

seven sent out an invitation for Anton Weber to assume the 
cfo 

office of provisional mayor of Vienna.Weber was distrust¬ 

ful of the off.er but answered the invitation promptly; In 

view of a possible conflict between his own preference' for 

recalling the pre-193^ city officials-^ .and Tolbukhin's 

proclamation promising a return to the conditions existing 

in 1938, Weber declined the offer until he could first.con¬ 

sult with the executive committee of the Social Democratic 
c;e; 

Party.''-' In doing so, he committed himself, whether witting¬ 

ly or unwittingly, to consulting the executive committee of 

a party that had not existed for eleven years. After con- 

suiting with Adolf Sch£rf, a former party colleague, VJeber 

agreed to meet the next morning with as many of the former 

c; p 
-' Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 1*1. 

53Scharf, April 19^5 in Wien, p. 55. 

^Ibld., p. 56. 

55ibid. 



party members as he. and SchSrf could reach. 

The meeting was.held in city hall. During the dis¬ 

cussions a messenger from the resistance heado.uarters in 

the Auersperg Palace brought them a proposal for a coali¬ 

tion government for the city. After several proposals and 

counter-proposals were passed back and forth between the 

party leaders and the resistance leaders/ General Theodor 

K$rner was accepted as an all-party candidate for provi¬ 

sional mayor. 

The Social Democratic leaders--Sch£irf, VJeber, Oskar 

Helmer, and Paul Speiser--had, through their daily meetings 

in the "red salon, already established a focal point 

around which all factions of the Austrian socialist camp ' 

could rally.^7 on April 14, a group of leaders from the 

left wing faction went there to meet with the Social Demo¬ 

cratic leaders. 

Actually, the left-wing factions of the socialists 

had little choice between joining the Communists or merging 

with the moderate Social Democrats. Wartime exile had had 

5^The "red salon" was Vne large waiting room of the 
mayor’s office in Vienna's city hall. Ibid., p. 59. 

-^Kurt L. Shell, The Transformation of Austrian Social¬ 
ism (New York: State University of New York, 1962), p. 29." 

58]3ader, Austria between East and West, p. 15; SchJrf, 
April 19^9 In Wien, p. 69j Shell, The Transformation of 
Austrian Socialism, p. 29. 
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a moderating influence on many of the left wing socialists 

and their ideological outlook had softened.59 At any rate, 

Hilde Kroner, and Joseph Afritsch, the two most prominent 

spokesmen of the group, explained to Schclrf that, although 

they had' formerly been active in the Revolutionary Socialist 

Party, they now wanted to work within a unified socialist 

party organization.u 

The Social Democrats themselves had not yet selected 

their party officials. With the lack of any conflict of 

interests between the Revolutionary Socialists and the Social 

Democrats, a merger was quickly and smoothly agreed upon. . 

Both factions were equally represented on an executive com¬ 

mittee composed of ten members. The chairmanship of the ^ 

party was held open for Karl Seitz.Finally, an appro- 

priate name for the merged party was decided upon: the. Social¬ 

ist Party of Austria. 

Thus the Social Democratic Party was firmly rebuilt on 

the pre-193^ model of a "mass party structure with direct 

membership"^ and the apparatus of the party organization 

was rapidly implemented. By April-19 the party secretariat 

59Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 15. 

^Schclrf, April 19^15 in Wien, p. 69. 

^ •'•Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 16. 

62t, . , 
Ibid. 



was functioning so well that a meeting of district party- 

leaders was called for the 21st.^3 When it became obvious 

that Seitz’s return from Germany would be delayed, the posi- 

tion of temporary party chairman fell upon SchSrf. 

Onthe same day the socialists began rebuilding their, 

party--that is, on April l^-~the Communists also began some 

major reorganizations within their party. Prau. Hermine 

Hrdlicka had represented the Communist Party on the commit¬ 

tee of seven. Rudolf Prikryl was another party member active 

in the Auersperg Palace group. Both had been in Austria 

throughout the war and the Hitler occupation. Their leader¬ 

ship was soon to be replaced by a group of Austrian Commu¬ 

nists who had lived comfortably as guests of the Soviet Union 

during the war years. : 

At the Hotel Lux in Moscow, Johann Koplenig, Ernst 

Fischer, and others had prepared themselves for positions 

of leadership upon their return to Austria.^ Upon their 

arrival at the Voeslau Airport in Vienna, they were taken 

to Tolbukhin's headquarters. V/ithin a few days they assumed 

the leadership of the Austrian Communist Party with the con- 
t ; 

fident assurance that "the entire weight of the Soviet Union 

^3shell, The Transformation of Austrian Socialism, o. 29- 

° 'Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 17. 

•^Die Verwaltung der Stadt V/len, p. 22. 

66fiader, Austria between East and West, pp. 8-9. 
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could be brought into play behind the party's efforts."67 

This change of leadership was very significant. Hrdlicka 

and Prikryl were Austrians who were Communists, whereas 

the Moscow-trained cadres were Communists first and Austrians 

second. Due to their absence during the critical period of 

the liberation and the first week of occupation, they were 

not entirely familiar with the. mood of the Austrian people 

and the attitudes engendered by the resistance movement. 

Under Party Secretary Koplenig the central committee conti¬ 

nued to work hand in hand with the Russian occupation-,-author- 

63 
ities. The Russians were now able to gain their objectives 

by leaving it up to the Austrian Communist Party to repre¬ 

sent their point of view.89 Furthermore, the Soviet--occu¬ 

pation authorities could veto any plans that would have been 

detrimental to the Austrian Communist Party. : 

The members of the former Christian Social Party faced 

two obstacles in their efforts to reorganize. First of all, 

while the socialist leadership had survived the war with 

comparatively little difficulty,the Christian Social lead¬ 

ers (due both to the fact that they were in office in 1938 

6?Ibid., p. 10. 

68Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 35*1. 

69Ibld., p. 351. • 

70 Bader, Austria between East and V:est, p. 8. 
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and that they were 'opposed to the Anschluss) suffered long 

imprisonments in concentration camps.^ Secondly, they 

suffered from the onerous label of fascism.^ Imprisonment 

ceased to be a problem early in April, when a large number 

of political prisoners were released from Dachau and Matt- 

hausen. The problem presented by the fascist label was more 

serious. It was perhaps for this reason that most of the 

Christian Socials who became active in rebuilding Austria's 

government and administration were moderates who were rela¬ 

tively unmarked by the Dollfuss interlude. 

Such men as Leopold Figl, Felix Hurdes, Leopold Kunschak, 

and Lois Weinberger understood the need for "mutual acc-omo- * 
yo 

dations with the Socialists. "' ° Realizing that an outright',, 

clerical policy would not only preclude close association ; 

with the other parties but would also fail to arouse mass 

support among the party's traditional following,the Cath¬ 

olic Church instructed the clergy to stay out of politics and 

71Ibid. * 

' ^“SchcJrf, April 19^5 in Wien, ,p. 58. 

7 0, 

'^Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 19. 

T^Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 356; Adolf SchSrf, Zwis- . 
chen Demoki'atle und Volksdemokratie._ Osterrelchs Einlgung; 
uhd Wlderaufrichtung 1m Jahre l'9'^5' TVienna: Verlag der 
Wiener Volksbuchhandlung) 1950), p. 111-. 



Privately, however, to limit sermons to religious topics.75 

the church, which had always been the last refuge of the con¬ 

servative camp,76 quietly assumed the lead in organizing the 

party. 

A cleric offered his quarters in the Schottenhof as a 

temporary party headquarter, and the Christian Social leaders 

met there on April 17 under the temporary chairmanship of 

Hans Pernter.^f Leopold Kunsc'nak was selected as chairman 

of the party.7^ The party was basically a confederation of 

several disparate groups. The men selected were Iois Weir.-- 

berger, the representative of the Worker's League; Leopold*... 

Pigl, the representative of the Parmer's League; and Julius* 

Raab, .the representative of the Businessmen's League. Peli*x 

Hurdes was appointed head of the general secretariat.^ 

Despite the party's new democratic, non-clerical orien¬ 

tation, the People's Party followed the pre-Anschluss organ¬ 

ic; 
''Shell, The Transformation of Austrian Socialism, 

pp. l80-l8l. 

y 
. pKurt Skalnik, "Die Osterreichische Volkspartei," in 

Jacques Hannak (ed.), Bestandaufnahme Osterreich' 1945-1-963 
(Vienna: Forum Verlag," 1953), p. 25. 

77ibid.> PP* 25> 28. Pernter was a minister in the 
last Austrian government. Alfred Kasamas, Program Osterreich 
Die Grundsfftze und Ziele der flsterrelchlsche Volkspartei 7Vi¬ 
enna : VJsterreichisc'her Verlag, 19*49), p. 14. 

^skalnik, "Die Osterreichische Volkspartei," p. 28; 
Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 19. 

7^Kasamas, Programm Osterreich, p. 14. 



izational pattern of representing the Farmers*. Workers' and 

Businessmen's Leagues. Actually, the membership consisted 

of a loose conglomeration of all political groups to the right- 

of the socialists, giving the party the 

ular front of the right."®® 

character of a "pop- 

The establishment of the political parties greatly 

facilitated the completion of the Viennese city government 

by the time of Renner's arrival in the capital.• During the 

previous week a city administration was being built up and 

the civil service had begun to clear away debris. Fleetrie 

power had also been partially’restored. Thus, Vienna offered 

on the week-end of April 21, 19^5)- an ideal time and place . 

for the reconstruction of a Vienna-based Austrian nationa;!- 

government. 

80 'Sweet, “The New Austria," p. 356. 



CHAPTER II 

FORMING THE- PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT 

The planners of the city government o'f Vienna had worked 

with and received the approval of their plans from the Rus¬ 

sian city commander, while the resistance leaders had dealt 

primarily with the Russian army headquarters at Hochwftlkers- 

dorf.^ Thus, it was surprising that the first news of the 

Russian parlays with Renner had come to Vienna via an amis- 

P 
sary of the resistance movement. Scnarf and other Viennese 

party leaders were apparently informed of Renner's plans' 

only a few days before his arrival in Vienna.^ Nevertheless, 

when Renner's name was suggested as a candidate for heading 

a provisional national government the party leaders agreed 

^•John Mair, Four-Power Control in Austria 19^5-19^6. 
Pt. 2 of Michael Balfour and John Mair, B'our-Power Control 
in Germany and Atistria 1945-19^6 (London: Oxford University 
Press, 195571 p. 297> tells of the first contact of the re¬ 
sistance with Tolbukhin's army on the night of April 2-3- 

p 
Ziak, Unvergcfngliches Wien, p. 4*19. 

3Renner to Scheirf, Wiener Neustadt, April 17, 19^5; 
Schclrf, ffsterreichs Erneuerung, p. 35; Renner to Kollman, 
Wiener Neustadt, April 17; 19^5; ibid. 
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man best qualified" for the job. 

There was, however, reason to. doubt whether Renner's 

approval by the party leaders would have been so unanimous 

without the support of the Red Army. Lois Weinberger spoke 

for an active faction of the Christian Socials when he wrote 

that there reaslly was not.'much choice in the matter of se¬ 

lecting a provisional head of state.5 Even so, the party 

leaders were realistic enough to give Renner their complete 

support once his position was secured.- Furthermore, the 

party leaders greatly preferred Renner to an al ternative--; 

provisional government such as a type of Lublin committee1 

which the Soviets supported in Poland. Moreover, Rennerts 

reputation could inspire the confidence of the people far* 

more effectively than a partisan political figure. But the 

decisive factor in Renner's acceptance by the party leaders 

was Soviet approval, and the Russians deserve a lot of the 
*7 

credit for his selection.' 

After remaining twelve days at Eichbichl, the summer re- 
7 

treat near Wiener Neustadt, Renner left for Vienna' with 

^Sv;eet, "The New Austria," p. 351. 

^Lois Weinberger, Tatsachen, Begegnungen, und Gespreiche. 
Eln Buch urn Csterreich '(Vienna: Osterreichischer Verlag, 19^8), 
pp. 251-252. 

^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 29. 

^Renner, Denkschrift i!iber die Geschichte der proviso-' 
rische Regierung, p. 12. 
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his family and the'Russian guard detachment. 

Arriving in Vienna on the night of April 20, according 

8 
to SchSrf's memoir, Renner met with some of the Viennese 

party leaders at a house at Kantgasse No. 3. Renner pre¬ 

sented his plan for forming a cabinet and asked for a list 
g 

of available politicians and civil servants. Although the 

Communists had been very weak in the First Republic, Renner 

suggested that they now be given a small role in the govern¬ 

ment, namely, that they were to have one representative in 

the cabinet and possibly an additional liaison position 
10 

with the government. Since Fischer and Koplenig. were 

supposedly present, there can be little doubt that if the 

meeting had been intended to be kept quiet, it was soon 

made known to the-Russian authorities and may have had-some 

influence on the Russian decision to take Renner to the 

house in Hietzing where they could keep a closer eye on him. 

Renner took up official residence in Vienna on April 

21. Almost the entire area of Heitzing was being used as 

' ^Sch#rf, Osterreichs Erneuerung, p. 39. Although most 
accounts cite April 21 as t-he date on-which Renner arrived 
in Vienna, none conclusively refute Sch^rfs recollection 
of visiting Renner on the evening of the 20th at the Kant¬ 
gasse address. Renner wrote that the Russians took him to 
his present residence in Vienna and that on the 21st took 
him to the house at V.'enzgasse 2 in Hietzing. Renner, Denk- 
schrift fiber die Geschichte der provlsorische Regierung, 
pp. 12-13. 

^Scheirf, Osterrelchs Erneuerung, p. 39. 

10Ibid. 
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billets for high Russian officers. The house at the corner 

of Lainser Street and the V'enzgasse in this fashionable, old 

residential area was chosen with the idea that it would have 

to serve for a meeting place for much of the government busi¬ 

ness. Consequently, Renner and his family and secretary were 

to live upstairs, the guard detachment was billeted in the 

basement, and the ground floor housed offices and public meet¬ 

ing rooms. The Russian colonel who had visited Renner at 

Eichbichl now took care of all details and arranged to get 

the principal party leaders over to see Renner the next day, 

Sunday, April 22, 19^5 

After Renner moved to Hie'tzing he continued to receive 

numerous reports about the restoration of political activity 

in Vienna and 3n the provinces in'the Russian zone. •-.Every¬ 

where the local populations had established cooperative work¬ 

ing relationships with the occupation authorities of the Red 

Army.-*-2 The reports which Renner received at this time were 

prime factors in his decision to scrap his own plans for a 

postwar government. For example, in his previous plans he 

had considered recalling the national parliament that had 

been illegally suspended on March 4, 1933* As one of the 

three Natlonalrat presidents at that time, Renner theoretic 

llRenner, Denkschrift flber die Geschlchte der proviso- 
rische Reglerung, p. 13. 

l2Ibid., pp. 12, 21. 
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cally had the power to do so.^ But the reorganization of 

Vienna's city government had already dealt with a similar 

situation and had illustrated the infeasability of recalling 

1933-193^ officials--most of whom were either dead or una¬ 

vailable. 

Another basic element in Renner's governmental plans 

was the creation of a coalition of politicians from the 

former Social Democratic Party, the Christian Social Party, 

the Communist Party, and the anti-fascist Landbund.^ Ren- • 

ner's original plan remained intact on this point except 

for the inclusion of the Landbund (which was absorbed- with 

the former Christian Socials into the People's Party); •. 

Renner attached great importance to the success of a coali¬ 

tion between the traditional parties. • For this reason, he 

was most anxious to discuss matters with Leopold Kunschak, 

a leader of the liberal wing of the Christian Social Party. 

Kunschak was the first Viennese party leader to visit 

Renner at his quarters on the Wenzgasse. They briefly dis- 
t 

cussed the possible bases upon which a successful coalition 

could be founded. - ' 

^Ibld., p. 11. 

■^Schclrf, Osterreichs Erneuerung, p. 37* 

-^'Renner, Denkschrift flber die Geschlchte der provlso- 
rlsche Reglerung, pp. 13-1^. 
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During Renner's conversation with Kunschak, the other 

party leaders began to arrive. Among those present were 

Scharf, Korner, Koplenig, Fischer, and Honner. At this first 

formal meeting with the party leaders which the Russian offi¬ 

cial had arranged,. Renner realized the extent to which the 

parties were reorganized. Furthermore, the major parties 

represented at this meeting were the same -ones who had made 

up the 1933 parliament. Consequently, the provisional gov¬ 

ernment would be appointed by the party leaders acting in 

16 
the name of that parliament. 

The party leaders present at the April 22 meeting quick¬ 

ly agreed that all non-fascist parties should work together 

to rebuild a democratic republic of Austria.^ Rennet en¬ 

couraged .unity of action and cooperation.Armed with these 

lofty pledges.of good will, the party leaders started bar¬ 

gaining for cabinet positions. 

The April 22 meeting had been held under the watchful 

eyes of the Russians.During subsequent meetings the Rus- 

-*-®Ibid., pp. 13, 22; Karl Renner, Drei Monate Aufbau- 
arbelt der"~provisorischen Staatsregierung der Repub 1 Ik 6ster- 
reich (Vienna: Osterreichische Staatsdruckerei, 19^5) ,• P* 6. 

-^Renner, Denschrlft {iber die Oeschichte der proviso- 
rische Reglerung, p. 22. 

-*-®Schrirf, ftsterrelchs Erneuerung, p. 37* 

•*-9Bader, Austria between East and V.'est, p. 22.’ Sweet 
maintains in HTs "The Kew Austria," p. 35T7 that, although 
the Russians were present, they did not interfere. 
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sians remained in the background and expected to attain their 

20 
goals by acting through the Austrian Communist Party. The 

minimum demands presented by the communists were control of 

security and education and a cabinet position as vice-chan¬ 

cellor. ' In his talks with the Red Army authorities, Dr. Ren¬ 

ner came to the conclusion that his government could not hope 

to exist without fulfilling these and further Communist de- 

21 mands. He realized that these positions were the price of 

communist participation in the government--without which the 

government could never gain approval. 

Nevertheless, the release of these positions to Commu¬ 

nists was not acceptable to the other political parties: To 

break the ensuing deadlock, Renner suggested that, instead 

of having a vice-chancellor, he should be assisted by ..four 

state secretaries without portfolio who would form the;poli¬ 

tical cabinet. Each party would then have the equivalent of • 

a vice-chancellor. The suggested candidates for these of¬ 

fices were SchSrf, for the Socialists; Kunschak, for the Peo¬ 

ple’s Party; Koplenig, for the Communists; and Sc.humy> for 

22 the anti-fascist Landbund. The other state secretaries 

r ^ J I . 

20see ante, pp. 21-22; and Sweet, "The New Austria," 
P. 351. 

^Karl Renner, flsterrelch von der ersten zur zweiten 
Republlk (Vienna: Verlag der Wiener Volksbuchhandlung, 1953)> 
p. 234; Scheirf, Osterreichs Srneuerung, p. 39. 

^SchSrf, Qsterreichs Erneuerung, p. 39. 
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wore to be department heads with the full powers of minister. 

Thus, while the Communists could have the offices of secre¬ 

tary of interior and secretary of education, their influence 

would be diminished by the fact that every state secretary 

would' be given undersecretaries from the other parties. An 

exception to this rule would be the department of finance, 

which would be administered by a non-party civil servant. • 

Thus was born the system of "proporz" which became a 

oh 
distinguishing mark of the Second Austrian Republic. Al¬ 

though the system made for a rather cumbersome political 

machine, it did unify the various political factions and 

help curb Communist influence.^5 

The appointment of undersecretaries from each party 

was only the first of many compromises. The ability to 

originate realistic ideas for compromise, along with a keen 

sense of political timing, were perhaps Renner's most valu¬ 
ed 

able contributions to Austria's postwar development. His 

flexibility of method and willingness to compromise^ faci- 

litated early solutions to many controversial problems. As 

23Schcirf, Zwlschen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, p. 12 

^Herbert P. Secher,'"Coalition Government: The Case of 
the Second Austrian Republic," American Political Science Re¬ 
view, Vol. LI I, No. 3 (September^ 19587", p. 791. 

^Renner, Drei Monate Aufbauarbelt, p. 7. 

^Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 354. 

^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 22. 
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time passed, this ability became absolutely invaluable. . As 

chairman of numerous meetings, Renner frequently shovjed his 

talent for shifting methods to suit the occasion. The story 

is often told of how he reserved important, potentially con¬ 

troversial, issues to late night meetings and served refresh- 
28 

ments only after decisions had been made. 

As a consequence of Renner's compromise suggestion, 

agreement on the basis for a provisional government was 

reached by April 23- In addition to the chancellor and the 

undersecretaries, who formed the polj tical cabinet, there 

were to be nine major cabinet positions. Social administra¬ 

tion and food supply were to be held by Socialists; the de¬ 

partments of agriculture, commerce, and construction- were 

to be administered by members of the People's Party; the 

secretaries of interior and education were to be selected 

by the Communist Party; and the departments of justice and 

finance were to be supervised by independent, professional 

appointees.^ The Landbund was no longer to be represented. 

Thus,, there were thirteen main offices in the cabinet. 

With the various undersecretaries, the full cabinet numbered 

thirty-four. Although cumbersome, such a large cabinet was 

^^Bader, Austria between East and West, p. 23* 

^Renner, Denkschrlft flber die Geschlchte der proviso- 
rlsche Regie run gTj p~. 24~ 
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necessary because; since a parliament was still lacking; 

the cabinet had to perform both exec\itive and legislative 

duties. In other words, in addition to performing the func¬ 

tions of cabinet, it also exercised the functions of both 

parliamentary chambers. The chancellor and the secretaries 

without portfolio alone constituted a political cabinet. 

When meeting alone they exercised the supreme executive 

authority and carried out the duties previously performed 

by the president.-' 

Nov/ that the parties had finished bargaining for :posi- 

tions, they nominated their candidates. To facilitate nego¬ 

tiations, an informal committee-^ was commissioned to draw 
3? 

up a slate of nominees. After three meetings, " a proposed 

slate of candidates was agreed upon. Renner was, of course, 

chosen chancellor. SchSrf for the Socialists, Kopienig for 

the Communists, and Figl for the Peopled Party were named 

secretaries without portfolio.33 

While the nomination of the candidates for these posts 

•^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 26. 

33-The members of the committee were Renner^ Speiser, and 
SchSrf for the Socialists; Fischer, Honner, and 'Kopienig for 
the Communists; and Kunschak for the People's Party. 3ch«rf, 
Zwlschen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, p. 9• 

S^schclrf, Osterrelchs Erneuerung, p. *J1. 

33For a complete list of the members of the cabinet, see 
Appendix I. ’ 



were left up to the.parties to which the office was assigned, 

all candidates had to be approved by the above-mentioned 

committee. The choice of Renner was natural. The selection 

of Schclrf and Koplenig for the state secretaries without 

portfolio was quickly approved by their respective parties. 

The People’s Party had more, difficulty in selecting a candi¬ 

date to fill this position. Kunschak had been everyone's 

choice--except his own. Since he was already a member of 

the Viennese city provisional government and was active in 

rebuilding the party, he declined the nomination. Dr. Felix 

Huroes was the next nominee of his party. However, he. feared 

that participation in the government would Jeopardize ..the 

position of his brother, who was still held by the German . 

Wehrmacht. Finally, Leopold Figl was suggested.' 

The Socialists were surprised that Koplenig made no 

objections to B’igl’s appointment. They took this as an in¬ 

dication of Russian tolerance of former Christian Socials 
3 

supposedly "tainted" by the Dollfuss-Schussnigg governments. 

While the Socialists considered the years 193*5-1933 as an 

'era of Austro-fascism, the Russians -meant only the National. 

Socialists when they said that fascist elements had to be 

excluded from the government. Thus, Leopold Figl, who had 

S^Weinberger, Tatsschen, Begesrnungen, ur.d Gesprclche, 
p. 292. 

35schcJrf, Osterrelchs Erneuerung, p. *10; Schc/rf, Zwls- 
chen Demokratle und Volksdemokratie, p. 1*1. 
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served in the Austrian federal economic council in 3934 and 

had been appointed federal director of peasant unions in 

36 
1935} was accepted into the inner political cabinet. The 

precedent having been set, other former Christian Socia3.s 

who had held previous political positions, such as Julius 

Raab, who had been named federal minister for trade and 

commerce in January, 1938,3? were also allowed into the 

government. 

At any rate, the slate of nominees was drawn up and 

approved by the 26th. After submitting a document on the • 

establishment of the government and a list of the proposed 

candidates for the cabinet to the Russian authorities,- Ren-- 

ner—who now bore the title of "state chancellor designate,:"— 

sent a memorandum to all his cabinet informing them that 

the list had been sent to Moscow and that it v?as to be for¬ 

warded to the western Allies from there.38 

On April 27 a proclamation to the Austrian people was 

issued by Renner, Kunschak, Sch&rf, and Koplenig in the name 

of the last legally elected parliament. The Austrian peo- 

i^Erwin H. Aglas (ed.), Die Zwelte Osterreichlsch-e Re¬ 
pub lik und ihre Repre/sencanten. Politlsche Lei stung 1m Spie¬ 
gel d'es wirtscha ft lichen Erfolges (Vienna: ~Osterreichischen 
Pressebilro, 1966), p7 viii. 

3?lbid . ,• p. i:c. 

38The text of the memorandum is given in Schiirf, Oster- 
relchs E-rneuerung, pp. 41-42, 
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pie were urged to consider the Anschluss null and void and 

to work together to rebuild a free- Austria with political 

and economic stability. A "Declaration of Independence" 

(TJnabh^ngigkeitserkl&rung) proclaimed the restoration of 

the Austrian Republic in the spirit of the 1920 constitu¬ 

tion, announced the nullification of the Anschluss, and 

called for the formation of an all-party provisional govern¬ 

ment. 39 

This document provided a legal basis for the provision¬ 

al government. Its importance cannot be overestimated, ;N 

since, by having a. legal basis on which to rely, Austria 

was able to avoid the kind of political and social upheavals, 

which plagued other East European governments in the immedi¬ 

ate) ate postwar months. 

On the same day on which the above proclamation was •- 

issued Renner and his cabinet were invited call on Tolbuk- 

hin. Around one o’clock they were introduced to the Rus¬ 

sian commander. Tolbukhin informed the Austrians that the 

Soviet Union had recognized the Renner government.**'*' The 

slate of nominees for the cabinet offices was accepted Vwith- 

39"Proklamatlon $ber die SelbstSndigkeit Osterreichs," 
Staatsgesetzblatt fflr die Republik Osterreich (Vienna: 
"Osterreichisches Staatsdruck'erei, 19^5), No. 1, pp..,l-3. 

^Renner, Drei Monate Aufbauarbeit, p. 7. 

^Bader, Austria between East and V/est, p. 25. 
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h p 
out modification or .suggestion." The acceptance of the 

Renner government amounted to de facto recognition by the 

Red Army/10 

Formal recognition was extended to the Renner govern- 

ment dxiring inauguration ceremonies on Sunday, April 29. 

Renner and his cabinet took possession of the half destroyed 

parliament building. The Russian commandant of the city, 

Blagatatow, and other high ranking Russian officials de- 
Zi R 

livered laudatory speeches and the music of a Russian army 

band added to the festivities. With the inauguration of, 

the provisional government, the first step in the reestab-.. 

lishment of the Second Austria’n Republic was-, completed. 

The western Allies, especially the British, were most 

skeptical of the Renner government and Russia's'unilateral 

support of it. The Americans and British had first learned 

of Renner's plans through their ambassadors in Moscow, who 

had learned of this development from Andrei Vishinsky, the 

Soviet foreign minister.^ Shortly thereafter, Renner's 

^Swe'et, "The New Austria," p. 352. 

^^SchcJrf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, p. 15. 

^Stearman, The Soviet Union and the Occupation of Aus¬ 
tria, p. 21. 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945*" P* 127. 

^6]3ader, Austria between East and West, p. 25- 

^Feis, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, p. 623. 
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h o 
April 26th memorandum10 was received in the western capitals 

via a communique from Stalin. In-response to this communi¬ 

cation, which included the list of- suggested cabinet members, 

the British requested time to consider the matter of the 

iio 
Austrian go v e rnme n t. ^ 

A few days later, Renner directly addressed the govern¬ 

ments of the United States and Great Britain soliciting aid 

and recognition.The western powers were not yet pre- • 

pared, however, 'to acknowledge a government about which they 

knew so little. Above all, they wanted to know whether the 

Renner government was committed to satisfying Soviet dema.nds 
r>l 

or whether it was truly independent.-' When the news of • 

formal Soviet recognition of the government reached the west¬ 

ern capitals on April 29, the western attitude changed from 

skepticism to opposition. In fact, Churchill was rather • 

perturbed that his request for time to consider the matter 

c; p 
had been ignored.-' The fact that the crucial ministries of 

interior and education were held by Communists was even more 

^See ante, p. 37* 

Four-Power Control in Austria, p. 303. 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945," p. 131; 
Feis, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, p. 624. 

K1 
" Feis, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, p. 624. 

2-Ibid., p, 625; Jqseph Grew, The Turbulent Era. A 
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alarming. Churchill tried to get Truman to cooperate in 

sending a sharp protest to Stalin.The American presi¬ 

dent joined in reprimanding the Russians for their unilat- 

eral action,but he did not take issxie with the Renner 

government itself. 

Thus, while the western Allies may have viewed the 

creation of the provisional government with some skepticism, 

it was the overly prompt recognition of the government by 

the Soviets which turned the western attitude of skepticism 

to a policy of outright opposition. Considering the Renner 

government on its own merits, the Americans were fully.-i 

aware of the advantages to be garnered from a provisional 
c 

Austrian government"" and were willing to adjust their.,plans 

accordingly. The British, however, were not so accomodat¬ 

ing but were highly suspicious of the apparent Soviet domi¬ 

nation of the Renner government. 

Russia’s rationale for its actions was based on ir,s 

Diplomatic Record of Thirty Years 1914-19*15 (2 vols., Bos¬ 
ton: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1952), Vol. II, pp. 1453-1*15*1 • 

53i?eis, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, p. 625. 

^Stearman, The Soviet Union and the Occupation of 
Austria, p. 21. 

^<Bader, Austria between East and West, p. -2J. 

"" Ha j o Ho lb o r n, Arne r i can Military Governmen t, its Or- 
ganization and Policies (Washington, D.~ C. : Infantry Jour¬ 
nal Press, 1947)/ p. «0. 
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interpretation of-that part of the Yalta Agreement in which 

it was stated that the occupying-powers could assist in the 

formation of indigenous interim governmental or administra¬ 

tive bodies. The Russian insistence that their actions were 

a "necessary expedient and consistent"'' with the Yalta 

Agreement was easily countered by the British and American 

contention that the "unilateral formation of governments in 

occupied areas" directly contradicted the Yalta Agreement, 
Q 

since this agreement provided for joint action.-'" Funda¬ 

mentally, the Russians simply felt th3t, since they pccu- 

pied the territory with their army, it was their prerogative 

to do what they wanted. They believed that "occupation of 

the capital city gave them the right for the possession of 
so 

the whole country. 

The Soviets probably also thought that assistance in 

the formation of an indigenous government and the prompt 

recognition of it would please the Austrians and thereby 

further their objective of keeping western influence at a 

minimum. Such a goal was important since Austria would be 

a buffer state between Rus,sia and" Germany. 

57stearman, The Soviet Union and the Occupation of 
Austria,' p. 22. 

-8Ibid. 

-"^Schc/rf, Zwischen Demokratle und Volksdemokratie, 
p. 11. 
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Prom the Austrian point of view, the delay in Allied 

recognition caused by the east-we-st conflict was quite un¬ 

fair. The Austrians had trusted in unified Allied action 

that had been implied by their joint signatures of the Mos¬ 

cow Declaration.^ Signed in October, 1943* this declara¬ 

tion was supposed to serve as the basis for an occupation 

settlement for Austria. At the same time that the Moscow 

Declaration was signed, a European Advisory Commission was 

also formed to study the political situation in postwar 

Europe and to- negotiate occupation control agreements;?.among 

6l 
the Allies. ' When the Yalta Conference met in February, 

1945; the European Advisory Commission envisioned a joint 

military authority to govern for a relatively short per¬ 

iod. During a longer second period an increasing number 

of administrative functions would be turned over to newly 

created indigenous central agencies. The Allies were also 

to assist in arranging elections, after which_ the Allied 

Council would act, only as a general supervisory body, there¬ 

to 
by holding Allied intervention to a minimum. 

go * * 

Molden, Der Ruf des Gewissens, pp. 249-250. Portions 
of the Moscow Declaration relevant to Austria are given in 
Bundesministerium fMr Unterricht, Freihelt ftir Osterreich. 
Dokumente (Vienna: Osterreichischer Bundesverla"gTJ 1955)7 
pp. 8-9. 

^Mair, Four-Power Control in Austria, p. 282. 
go 
^Holborn, American Military Government, p. 78. 



Prerequisite to such an arrangement, however, was 

agreement on a division of responsibilities. One of the 

thorniest problems of the Commission was the establishment 

of occupation zones and an equitable division of occupa- 

go 
tion responsibilities. J Despite the fact that the idea 

of pi^ovisional governments for all the liberated states 

was acknowledged at Yalta', no changes were made in the 

Commission's plans for a joint military government. By 

March, 19^5* Allied policy for Austria was still haphazard. 

The main outlines of the zonal divisions had been estab¬ 

lished and the main clauses on the machinery of control 

had been formulated. But on specific matters of zoning 

and control the European Advisory Commiss5.nn. was deadlocked 

This, then, was the situation when the western Allies 

learned about•the Renner government. 

The western Allies hoped to break the deadlock in 

the European Advisory Commission by using the.ir non-recog¬ 

nition policy of the Renner government as bargaining power. 

But the Russians still called for the acceptance of zonal 

divisions that would not only give them the many industrial 

sites built by the Nazis in the area between the old and. 

nev; Vienna city limits, but also would not allow the west- 

^Mair, Pour-Power Control in Austria, p. £83. 
6--Ibid., p. 304. 
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ern Allies sufficient area to support their military forces 

or .to build airfields. Great Britain, Prance, and the Uni¬ 

ted States ignored the Renner government and proceeded with 

the plans for an Allied military government established in 

Vienna. The Russians tried to delay Allied entry Vienna, 

intimating that free entry into the capital city depended 

upon the settlement of further zonal conflicts. 

The contretemps over recognition and entry into Vienna 

remained insoluble until it was settled by the Big Three 

at the Potsdam Conference in July. The United States and 

Great Britain felt that recognition could be considered 

only after the entry of their troops into the city. '1- Al¬ 

though the zoning agreement had been signed on July % the 

Soviet troops had not yet withdrawn to allow the entry of 

the western troops. Finally, during the July 22 session 

of the Potsdam Conference, Stalin announced that the Soviet 

66 
troops were withdrawing to the agreed upon zone. The 

western forces were now free to enter the city. 

The Russians next tried to saddle the western Allies 

with the responsibility for supplying food for their own 

zones in Vienna.^ Since the stationing of vie stern troops 

^Holborn, American Military Government, p. 8c. 

6°Mair, Four-Power Control in Austria, p. 309.. 

S. V. Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Gov¬ 
ernment, North-West Europe' 19^-19^6 (London: Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, Vj&T), p. 293. 



in Vienna was required to set up the control machinery, the 

western powers were in a position to bargain for a reason¬ 

able solution to the problem of food supply by refusing to 

take up quarters in Vienna. This would have left the Rus¬ 

sians solely responsible for the food shortage and the 

68 
attendant adverse political repercussions. Finally, on 

July 2k Stalin announced that the Soviet commander-in¬ 

chief Konev agreed to continue to provide rations for the 

Viennese until a more permanent arrangement could be made.^9 

The deputies to the commanders-in-chief met in Vi¬ 

enna on July 2k-26 to sign a protocol regulating the.con¬ 

ditions of military occupation in Vienna,70 an<3 the west¬ 

ern troops entered Vienna shortly after the conclusion-of 

the Potsdam Conference. The agreements for setting up 

the machinery of control had already been signed on July 

1*1. The establishment of the control council seemed immi¬ 

nent. But the British refused to participate in setting 

up quadripartite control unless they could be assured of 

71 
full equality with the Russians.' 

After several weeks had elapsed and still no action 

68 / 
Mark Clark, Calculated Risk (New York: Harper and 

Brothers, Publishers, 1950)~i p”. *J3"6. 

^Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Government, p. 
293. ' 

7Cf/{air, Four-Power Control in Austria, p. 308. 

7^-Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Government, 
p. 29k. 



had been taken on establishing the control council, General 

Mark Clark, the American comrnande.r-in-chief, invited the 

other commanders (who would form the control council) to 

attend the August 21 Salzburg Music Festival and to- .join 

in some informal discussions of the causes of the delay and 

about Austrian conditions.'in general.After the Salzburg 

meeting, Konev, the Russian commander-in-chief, reciprocated 

by inviting the four commanders to an xmofficial meeting 
7-3 

in Vienna, August 23. The British had not yet authorized 

their designated member of the control council to partici¬ 

pate in the council. Thus the meeting was not an Allied 

Control Council meeting, but merely a preliminary meeting 

of the commanders-in-chief. 

At’ this meeting the question of the extension of the 

authority of the Renner government to all Austria was raised 

7k 
by the Soviet delegate. The British still refused to 

7^ 
recognize the Austrian government. Furthermore, they con¬ 

tinued to delay the opening of the control council by re¬ 

fusing to accept responsibility for the administration of 

"^Clark, Calculated Risk, p. k^S. 

'73Ibld., p. 458. 
7 A 

Agenda of the protocol of the first meeting of the 
four commanders-in-chief of the Allied Forces in Austria, 
August 23, 19^5, Allied Commission for Austria. Microfilmed 
Minutes of the Meetings, September 19^5-July 1935, at Fon- 
dren Library, Rice University, ALCO, reel 1. 

7C 

'-'Minutes of the meeting, August 23, 19^5, ibid. 
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their sector of the city until certain conditions, especi¬ 

ally the adoption of higher ration scales, were met by the 

Russians. On August 28 the Russians forced the issue by 

announcing the withdrawal of their kommandaturas from the 

British, French, and American sectors of the city on Septem¬ 

ber 1. • 

As a consequence of the Russian withdrawal of the 

kommandaturas, the British were forced to accept their 

share of responsibility in the control council. General 

Richard McCreery, the British commander-in-chief, was in-, 

structed on August 31 to cooperate in setting up the coun¬ 

cil on the condition that participation would in no way 

involve recognition of the Renner government.76 The firs.t 

meeting of the council was held on September 11. The 

primary tasks of the Allied Control Council, as envisioned 

in the July 14 agreement, were 1) the enforcement of the 

provisions of the declaration on German defeat; 2) the 

separation of Austria from Germany; 3) the establishment 

of a central Austrian administrative machine; 4) the pre--. 
* 

paration for free elections; and 5) interim administration 

of Austrian affairs.77 jn view of the last three tasks 

listed above, it was obvious that the control council 

^^Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Government, 
pp. 294-295. 

7?Mair, Four-Power Control in Austria, p. 309. 



planned to completely disregard the existence of the Renner 

government. Also in view of the comprehensive nature of 

these tasks, it would seem that part;of Renner’s difficul¬ 

ties in gaining control council recognition was due to a 

jealousy over the prerogatives of power. But even though 

recognition was still a question for the future, Renner 

now at least had an organized authority to which he could 

address his appeals. 



CHAPTER III 

PROGRESS AND PROBIEMS 

Before analysing the extension, of the authority of 

the Russian-approved Renner provisional government to the 

non-Russian occupied provinces, it- will be helpful to 

reviev; the measures taken by that government up to the 

time of the establishment of the Allied Control Council. 

The provisional government was in practice nothing more 

than a civilian authority for the Russian occupation, zone 

Nevertheless, it conducted itself as a national govern¬ 

ment and. promulgated legislation appropriate for the na¬ 

tion as a whole. 

Forty-three sessions of the full cabinet were held 

between April 29 and December 13, 19^5- In addition, the 

political cabinet frequently met alone to consider impor¬ 

tant matters.^ V.’hat was perhaps the most important early 

step taken by the provisional government was the passage 

of a temporary constitution at the sixth session of the 

full cabinet held on Sunday, May 13> 19^5. 

lSchc!rf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokra.tle, 
p. 16. 
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One of the first tasks confronting the Renner cabinet 

was the-consolidation of its legal and constitutional basis 

of authority. The proclamation of April 15 had provided 

the required foundation of authority by its commitment to 

the spirit of the 1920 constitution. But the 1920 consti¬ 

tution had been the result of a compromise between the fed¬ 

eralist ideas of the provinces and the principle of a uni- 

2 
fied state held by the Social Democrats. While a similar 

divergence of ideas was still held by the traditional par¬ 

ties, the Communists were in favor of creating an entirely 

new governmental system modeled on the basic principles 
'3 

of a "people’s democracy." 

Renner was not opposed to the adoption of a new con¬ 

stitution similar to the one of 1920--provided that provi¬ 

sions were made for a stronger central structure and 'for 

the incorporation of his pet idea of district administra¬ 

tion.^ However, Adolf SchSrf pointed out that discussions 

over a new constitution would become protracted and open 

many points of contention between the parties.'' He fur- 

p 
Sch£rf, flsterreichs Erneuerung, p. 53. 

• Sjohannes Eidlitz, "Das Jahr Null," in Ludwig Reich- 
ho1d, Zwanzig Jahre Zweite Republik. fosterreich firidet 
zu sich selbst (Vienna! Verlag Herder, 1965), p. 20. 

^SchSrf, flsterreichs Erneuerung, p. 53. 

^Sch£rf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
p. 28. 
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ther explained that the constitution which had been in • 

effect before the dismissal of parliament in 1933 was the 

1920 constitution as it had been amended in 1929. Not on¬ 

ly would a return to this legal basis show that Dollfuss's 

dismissal of parliament had been illegal, bv.t it would al¬ 

so provide a legal basis for conducting the election of a 
ft new parliament. Furthermore, the 1929 constitution would 

be more acceptable to all the parties than any other so¬ 

lution since it embodied the compromises which had been 

worked out between the traditional parties during the'-First 

Republic.^ 

Thus, on Scheirf's suggestion, the 1929 constitution 

was adopted as a temporary constitution with the necessary 
p 

modifications having been drafted by Dr. Ludwig Adamovich. 

The modified’constitution was presented to the cabinet at 

its May 13 meeting. It goes without saying that the Com--.- 

munists persisted in their efforts to adopt a new constitu¬ 

tion. Renner answered their arguments by pointing out the 

fact that-the•question of a new governmental system was 

not excluded—merely pigeon-holed for the consideration of 

a freely elected parliament that could be more confident 

6Ibid., pp. 28-29. 

7ibid., p. 28. 

8lbid., p. 29; SchSrf, Osterreichs Erneuerung, p. 5^* 
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of popular support. After some heated discussions (Renner 

supposedly told the Communist members to agree or leave),9 

the cabinet accepted this solution. 

According tc the newly-authorized provisional consti¬ 

tution, the duties which had belonged to the federal presi¬ 

dent in the First Republic were now to be performed by the 

political cabinet, i. e., Renner and the three state secre¬ 

taries without portfolio. The state secretaries performed 

10 
the roles of the earlier federal ministers-. The consti¬ 

tution of 1929 was further modified by a law providing the 

provisional government with the' power normally exercised 

by the parliament and the provincial assemblies.^ Legal 

decisions were authenticated by the state chancellor and 

the other members of the political cabinet in conjunction 

with the appropriate state secretary in the case of simple 

law’s and in conjunction with the entire cabinet in the 

lo 
case of constitutional laws. “ 

The politica.1 cabinet of the provisional government 

stood at the top of the Austrian administrative system. 

^Eidlitz, "Das Jahr Null," p. 20. 

■^SchSrf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
P • 30. 

■^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 31. 

-*-^Ernst C. Hellbling, Osterreichische Verfassungs- 
und Verwaltungsgeschichte. Ein Lehrbuch filr Studierende 
(Vienna: Springer Verlag, 195 6), P- ^467. 
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Since April 26 the state secretaries had been empowered to 

build up the necessary bureaucratic staffs to carry out 

their tasks.-*-3 jn addition to creating offices and bureaus 

through- action of the appropriate state secretaries, the 

political cabinet could appoint public officials to fill 

14 
these positions. Administrative matters of a local na¬ 

ture we re the responsibility of the chiefs of the provinces 

(Landeshauptm^nner). They were responsible to the'provi¬ 

sional government and were empowered to create provincial 

administrative committees.-*-^ 

The work of rebuilding the administration was greatly 

facilitated by the progress which the Viennese city admin¬ 

istration had accomplished during the preceeding months. 

The Vienna authorities had recruited enough reliable civil 

servants to start the apparatus of city life moving again. 

Such problems as public utilities, communications routes, 

city sanitation and maintenance were being efficiently 

tackled. In some cases the civil service staffs built up 

under the auspices os the Viennese city government were 

**-3sch#rf, flsterreichs Erneuerung, pp. 41-4,2. 

■^Hellbling, flsterreichische Verfassungs- und Verwalt- 
ungsgeschichte, p. 467. 

-*-5xbi_d., pp. 467-468; SchcJrf, Zwlschen Demokratle und 
Volksdemokratie, pp. 48-49. 



taken over by the provisional government’s central admini¬ 

stration. For example, a decree of the provisional govern¬ 

ment made on July 20 placed the office of public security 

directly under the state office of interior. By this means, 

the Vienna city police came under the jurisdiction of the 

provisional government, with the Viennese police president 

serving simultaneously as the national government's director 

l6 
of security for Vienna. 

In addition to establishing an Austrian central admini¬ 

stration, the provisional government also abrogated the 

whole body of Nazi law and all legislation that had been 

introduced during the Dollfuss-Schussnigg era. Not only 

were war crimes to be atoned for, but every vestige of • 

Nazi influence was to be purged from Austrian institutions.. 

But for each of the laws abrogated, another law had to be 

drafted and promulgated to replace it. By September almost 

two hundred laws had been published in the Staatsgesetzblatt. 

Having successfully tackled the immediate problems of 

establishing a legal basis for the government, rebuilding 

an administration, and curbing Communist influence, the pro¬ 

visional government next turned its attention to the pro- 

■*'^Bader, Austria between East and V.’est, p. 82. 
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blems of attaining Allied recognition and unifying the 

western provinces with the central government. Renner 

was most concerned about the reunification of the country 

because the provincial governments in the British., French, 

and American zones of occupation were forbidden to "enter 

into any relations with the Vienna government."^7 This 

arbitrary isolation was supplemented by a rigidity of 

boundaries between the various zones of occupation. It 

was easier to cross national frontiers than zonal bounda¬ 

ries—to travel between Hungary and Burgenland or Bavaria 

and Salzburg was less-difficult than to travel from Bur¬ 

genland to Salzburg. Since the provincial leaders were 

denied the opportunity to concur with the national govern¬ 

ment, they temporarily concentrated their efforts.on the 

rebuilding of local levels of government. 

Provincial governments in the Russian zone were re¬ 

sponsible to the Renner government rather than to the Red 

Army. The Lower Austrian provincial government was formed 

on May 12. Leopold Figl was chosen Landeshauptmann. His 

deputies were Oskar Helmer and Otto Mfidlagl.( Burgen- 

•^Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Government, 
p. 290. 

l8 

Schclrf, flsterrelchs Erneuerung, p. ^^1. 
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land was no longer-an independent province after the war 

but .was divided between the provinces of Lower Austria and 

Styria, -*-9 During the summary its autonomy as a Land was 

20 
restored and a provincial government was appointed by 

Renner. 

In Styria Reinhold Machold, a Socialist, organized a 

provincial government as early as May 2 and was named Land- 

eshauptmann on May 8. Professor Dr. Alois Dienstleder, a 

Christian Social, was named his deputy. The Nazi Gauleiter 

Armin Dadieu handed the reigns of government over to Mac- 

hold’s group that eveing.^l Just as the government was 

formed, however, the 'Russians entered the province, and 

three Communists were subsequently added to the government. 

After the Russian withdrawal of troops to their own zone 

22 of occupation on July 23rcl> the British entered north¬ 

eastern Styria^ and dissolved the provincial government 

which had been approved by the Russians. A new government 

was formed on August Jth, with Machold still holding the 

position of Landeshauptmann. 

In Carinthia the National Socialist leader Friedrich 

19Ibid., p. 45. 

^^Burgenlandgesetz, Staatsgesetzblatt, No. l43> P. 191 

^'*'Sch4rf, Osterrelchs Erneuerung, p. 45. 

22 
"Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Government, 

. P. 290. 

•^Austria, A Graphic Survey, p. xv. 
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Rainer refused to resign at the. request of a "Carinthiari 

executive committee" led by Hans' Piesch. Nevertheless, on 

May 7J Piesch formed a provincial government with Stefan 

Tauschitz as his deputy. The British entered Carinthis 

on May 8, and at the beginning of June they informed Piesch 

that his government could only be recognized in an advisory 

capacity. By July 25, however, the British allowed the 

formation of a provincial provisional government until such 

oh 
time as free elections could be held. Piesch was again 

the head of this government. 

The province of Tyrol was actually liberated by an 

active resistance group " even before the entry of the 

United States Seventh Army into the province. A provin¬ 

cial government was immediately formed under the direction 

of Karl Gruber, who had been the leader of the resistance 

movement there. The province had been occupied by the 

wrong army--the U. S. Seventh rather than the Mediterra¬ 

nean Command from Caserta, Italy—and by the wrong coun- 

ti?y--the United States rather than the French. The French 
* 

finally took occupational'control of the Tyrol between 

26 
July 5 and July 13. But Gruber's committee was eventu- 

2^Sch£rf, flsterreichs Erneuerung, . p. *17. 

2~Karl Gruber, "Austria Infelix," Foreign Affairs, 
Vol. XXV (January, 19*17), p. 232. 

^Austria, A Graphic Survey, pi xv. 
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ally recognized as the provisional government of the pro¬ 

vince. 

Vorarlberg was liberated' by the French on May 1. On 

May 24 the commanding general appointed a provincial com¬ 

mittee, to serve as "provisional high authority of the ci¬ 

vilian administration."2^\' This committee was composed of 

eight members, with Ulrich Ilg as the president. 

As early as February, 19^5* the Socialists had planned 

to form a provincial government of Upper Austria with Dr. 

Alois Oberhummer as Landeshauptmann. Oberhummer, however, 

believed that this office should be held by a Christian „• 

Social. Consequently, Dr. Heinrich Gleissner way nominated 

but the Socialists still wanted Oberhummer, who was not 

P8 • 
acceptable to the American authorities." Due to the lack 

of agreement between the parties, a provisional govern¬ 

ment for Upper Austria was not selected until October 23 

oQ 
and was not installed until October 31. 

Like the Tyrol, Salzburg had been liberated by an 

active resistance group. Without waiting for American 

military approval, a provisional provincial government 
v ; 

sent a message to Vienna expressing the wish to help re- 

^Schfirf, Osterrelchs Erneuerung, p. 48. 

28Ibid., pp. 49-50. 

29lbid., p. 50. 
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construct Austria in cooperation with the Austrian federal 

government and the Allies. But by the first week of June 

the American military government cautioned the provincial 

30 
leaders against supporting Renner. At the same time, 

the occupation authority also approved, the provincial gov¬ 

ernment, which was composed of two People's Party members, 

two Socialists, and an Independent.^ Josef Rehrl, a bro¬ 

ther of a former Landeshauptmann of that'province, was ap¬ 

pointed governor of the province.32 

Most of the provincial governments had been recognized 

and allowed some degree of authority by late summer. Also 

by this time zonal barriers had become somewhat relaxed 

and news began to travel from one part of the country to. 

another. As the western provinces learned more about the 

Renner government, the question of the advisability of 

establishing a counter-government became more significant. 

At this time the British, still refusing to recognize the 

Austrian government, were trying to arrange a conference 

of provincial, administrators who would nominate a new gov- 

30 
Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 36; SchUrf, 

Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratib, p. 16. 

3-*-Sch&rf, Osterreichs Erneuerung, p. ^9. 

32v/einberger, Tatsachen, Begegnungen, und Gesprffche, 
p. 268. ‘ ~ 
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33 
eminent for all Au-stria. 

While the leaders in the western provinces were alarmed 

by the news they received from Vienna that the Red Army's 

support enabled the Communists to wield mere influence in 

the government than their strength merited,3^ the Renner 

government itself was alarmed by reports of the efforts be- 
•2c; 

ing made in the west to form an opposition government. 

In addition to the British efforts to form a counter gov¬ 

ernment, some of the Vienna politicians thoght that Tyrol¬ 

ean Hauptmann. Karl Gruber was also trying to support such- 

a government. Reports to this effect were not strictly v, 

accurate, for in actual fact, the 0^ resistance organiza^,. 

tion representing the Tyrol, Salzburg, and Vorarlberg (-in 

which Gruber had been active) had endorsed the Renner gov¬ 

ernment back in April while the fighting was still going-, 

on in the west.What the Vienna authorities were inter¬ 

preting as an effort to form a counter-government probably 

amounted to' no more than efforts made to unify the western 

provinces. 

33]3ader, Austria between East and West, p. 29- 

3^Karl Gruber, Zwlschen Befreiung und Frelheit. Der 
Sonderfall Osterreich (Vienna; Im Verlag Ullstein, 1953T* 
p. 30. 

--•'Sehclrf, Zwlschen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
P. 25. ' * 

36Moiden, Per Ruf des Gewissens, p. 293. 
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Nevertheless, the possibility that a counter-govern¬ 

ment might be established did exist, and the situation had 

to dealt with. At a meeting of the political leaders of 

the western provinces, Gruber posed the question whether 

the support of a counter-government would be patriotic and 

justified. He cautioned the leaders of the western pro¬ 

vinces to do nothing that might cause a permanent division 

of the country.37 

Since the chief complaints about the Renner government 

were that too much influence was in Communist hands, Gruber 

suggested that they "free the Vienna government from-the 
f! chains of communism through powerful action. Since any 

effective dealings with-the central government would de¬ 

pend upon the strength and unity of the. western provinces, 

the provincial leaders in the west arranged a conference 

to be held at the end of August in Salzburg for the purpose 

of adopting a unified program. 39 

The first stumbling block in arranging the conference 

v;as the attitude of the occupying powers towards allowing 

inter-zonal cooperation. This obstacle, however, was over- 
< . 

come when Gruber spoke to C. V/. Gray, the American legation 

37Gruber, Zwlschen Befreiung und Freiheit,- p. 30. 
38Ibid. 

39jbid. 
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counsel, about the necessity of establishing a political 
hr) 

organization in western Austria. Through Gray, permis¬ 

sion for the meeting was obtained. 

The conference opened on August 20 in Salzburg, with 

the approval and support of the western Allies.^ Obser- 
1)0 

vers from the Office of Strategic Services were present. 

Several French officers were also sent to observe the meet 
2j Q 

ings. J If a counter-government had actually been planned 

no one gave an indication of it at this meeting. The con¬ 

ference illustrated that the central government was ac-.\ 

ceptable to the western half of the county provided thpt 

the provinces could be more adequately represented .in the 

cabinet and the influence of the Communists diminished-..'^ 

This conditional endorsement of the Renner government con¬ 

stituted the. major point of a common policy agreed to by 

the western provinces in negotiations with the central ■ 

government. 

Meanwhile, Renner, recalling the successes of post- 

z,0Ibid., p. 31. 

^•Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19^5.> " P. 13^. 

^Gruber, Zwischen Befreiung und Frelhelt, p. 32. 

*3ibid. 

^Sc.h#rf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
pp. 30-32. 
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World War I provincial conferences./*^ submitted a plan for 

convening such a conference in the early fall. The Renner 

cabinet approved this plan on September 6, 1945*^ 

The attitude of the occupying powers toward an inter¬ 

zonal conference of the provinces was at first difficult 

to ascertain. Since the arrival in Vienna of the troops 

of the western powers on September 1, non-fraternization 

rules had prevented any contact with the provisional gov¬ 

ernment, and the high officers of the western forces seemed 

kr7 
to avoid all .contact with the Renner government. •' A • 

meeting finally occurred early in September when the In¬ 

ternational Red Cross held a reception at which several*- 

officers of the western powers and several members of the 

provisional government were present. • State Secretary Korp 

suggested to the French commander-in-chief that a conver¬ 

sation with Renner be arranged. When Cherriere and Renner 

met, the Austrian chancellor pointed out the suitability 

of the provincial conference and stated that such a con- 
t 

ference would surely demonstrate the support of his gov- 

^Renner, flsterreich von der ersten zur zwelten Re- 
publik, p. 235* 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945*" P- 135* 

^Schcirf. flsterrelchs E-rneuerung,- p. 67. 
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ZiR 
ernment by the western provinces. Renner persuaded the 

British and Americans to approve-the meeting by assuring 

them that the conference would be able to keep Communists- 

2IQ 
cut of key positions. y 

The Russians were the least agreeable to the calling 

of a provincial conference. At the first meeting of the 

Allied Control Council, which was held in the Soviet- 

occupied Imperial Hotel under Konev's chairmanship,'" 

the Russians brought up the matter of extending recogni¬ 

tion to Renner's government. It v;as agreed that since.".- 

the question was being studied by the executive committee, 

which had not yet reported, discussion of immediate recog-^ 

nition should be postponed. Having lost on this question, 

the Russian element agreed to have Renner's proposal to: 

call the provincial conference placed on the agenda of a 

the next meeting. Soviet approval was finally assured 

outside the council when Renner pointed out that one of 

the other of the for powers might convene the conference 

m their own zone. 

Assured of support for his plan, Renner submitted 

’ Z,8Ibid. 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19^5'/!.P- 136. 

"Stcarman, The Soviet Union and the Occupation of 
Austria, p. 32. 
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C.1 
his proposal to the'Allied Council on September 13." Ap¬ 

proval for the convening of the provincial conference in 

Vienna was considered at the September 20 meeting but not 

before the Russians made one last effort to nullify the 

Austrian plans for forming a truly representative govern¬ 

ment. By insisting on the extension of the authority of 

the Renner government to the whole country, Konev hoped to 

maintain the overbalance of Communist power. 

In answer to the Russian proposal, the English member 

of the council, McCreery, expressed the view that recogni¬ 

tion of the government prior to the conference "clearly 

would prejudice the work of this proposed converence.,. and 
• ^2 

it would make the work of reorganisation more difficult.""' 

Finally, it was agreed to drop the question of the exten¬ 

sion of Renner's authority from the agenda. This was 

quickly followed by approval of Renner's proposal to call 

a provincial conference. Each of the four powers agreed 

to assist in facilitating travel to the conference and 
£T, ^ 

providing, accomodations for the delegates.-'-’ 

t;] . 
" Scharf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 

P. 23- 

^Detailed minutes of September 20, 19^5> meeting, 
Allied Commission for Austria, Microfilmed Minutes of the 
Meetings, ALCO, reel 1, p. 67 

53Ibid., pp. 5-10. 



While the western Allies objected to the Renner gov¬ 

ernment, they had no concrete plans of their own for an 

Austrian government. The exigencies of the political situ¬ 

ation forced the.control council, despite continued denial 

of formal diplomatic recognition, "to adopt virtually in 

toto the Renner government's own program for getting a 

government the Allies could recognize.""' Approval of the 

proposal for calling the provincial conference was the first 

step the Allies took in adopting Renner's program. 

Without waiting for the official approval of the- 

Allied Control Council,. Renner had sent out the invita¬ 

tions for a conference to meet'in Vienna on September 20. 

But on the l^lth, aware of the delay in the approval, ‘by the 

council, he issued invitations postponing the conference 

. ^ £>6 
in Vienna until September 24-26.'' 

In response to Renner's invitation, the conservative 

western leaders held a preparatory conference in Salzburg 

57 
from September 18-23."" Lois Weinberger and others from 

^Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 352. 

C;P: , - 

-"Gruber, Zwischen Befreiung und Freiheit,,' p. 36. 

-yDSchcirf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
P. 23. 

• According to SchcJrf (ibid., p. 4l), the confer¬ 
ence ended on September 23^6^ Gruber, in his Zwischen 
Befreiunc: und Freiheit, p. 36, says that it began on the 
isth: 
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the Russian zone also attended the Salzburg meeting, 

which actually turned out to be the first party congress 

of the Austrian People's Party.The representatives 

of the party from Vienna had come in the hope of check- 

.ing radical measures in the west."' It was reported that 

Renner .wanted only a slight reorganization of the govern¬ 

ment, but the People's Party wanted fresh elections. 

While the western delegates doubted whether free elec¬ 

tions were possible in the Russian zone, both factions 

felt the need for a radical reorganization inside the , 

government. United, both factions of the party agreed 

to a head on clash with the Communists. A list of de- t 

mands to be made on the central government was drawn up.; 

It included the demand for a 50-50 ratio between the 

parties of the left and right and the appointment of. new 

cabinet officials representing the western provinces-- 

at least two of whom should have the rank of state minis¬ 

ters. As a minimum program, the People's Party wanted 

the reactivisation of the foreign office and the for*mation 

of a new ministry for thewsecurity' of property. Above 

all else, however, they wanted the removal of Franz Hormer 

••/0We.inberger, Tatsachen, Begegnunger., und Gesprache, 
p. 268. 

-^Gruber, Zwischen Befrelung und Frelheit, p. 36. 



Armed with this program from the ministry of interior, 

the western delegation was now ready for the provincial 

conference scheduled to begin the next day in Vienna. 

Since bad weather excluded the use of the airplane 

placed at the disposal of the western spokesmen by the Am- 

erican military authorities, ' Gruber and his colleagues 

did not arrive in Vienna until late at night on the 24th. 

The Socialist delegates already in Vienna took advantage 

of the delay to hold another preliminary meeting on the 

24th, at which time it was announced that the executive 

committee of the Socialist Party had rejected the offer 

of the Communists to form a united front at the confer- 

6? ence. 
- ' 63 

The conference, attended by 12 delegates “ and held 

in the Lower Austrian parliament building, began with a 

plenary session at which Renner reported on the activities 

of the provisional government. The main task of the con¬ 

ference, he emphasized, was the "reestablishment of the 

60lbid. 

6lIbid., p. 37. 

'62sehSrf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
p. 4l. 

6^ • 

Each province was represented by its governor, par¬ 
ty chairmen, and one councilor from each party. Houston, 
"Karl Renner and Austria in 1945*" P- 138. 
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national and economic unity of the Republic. Follow¬ 

ing the opening speech, the conference delegates formed 

three commissions--political, economic, and judicial— 

to meet separately and prepare proposals for approval by 

the final plenary session. 

It was in the political commission that the most con¬ 

troversial problems had to be resolved. Renner, therefore, 

assumed the charirmanship of this important commission.-' 

Meeting on the morning of the 25th, the Political commis¬ 

sion v;as faced with the delicate problem of dealing with f 

the demands of the Gruber faction. Renner’s skill in bring 

ing about realistic compromise was invaluable. Knowing 1 

the feelings of the Gruber faction about Honner, Renner'- 

pointed out that since the government was still' provision¬ 

al, it did not matter who held with ministry.^ Fearing- 

Russian reprisals should Honner be ousted, Renner sought 

to divert attention toward formulating safeguards that 

could prevent the misuse of police forces^ and the mis¬ 

use of the executive offices held by Communists, especi- 

^^Schefrf, Zwischen Demokratle und Volksdernokratie, 
p. 42. 

6^ 
•"Gruber, Zwischen Befreiung und Freiheit, p. 37* 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945," p. 138. 

6'fj.bid. ,• p. 139. 
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ally in regard to the elections.^8 The Gruber faction 

viewed such a statement as an indication-that Renner 

had agreed with the Communists upon a minimum of changes. 
9 

Because of the disproportionate influence of the Com¬ 

munists, "the present government in no way represents the 

will of the people,"^ Gruber charged. Gruber insisted 

that the role of the Communists wo\ild have to be funda¬ 

mentally changed as the price for western participation 

in the government. In answer to these charges, Fischer, 

Koplenig, and Honner stated that during the Hitler occu¬ 

pation the Communists had become a mass party which was 

willing to play a constructive role in the government-of 

the Austrian state. Their best argument was, however-^ 

exactly what Renner had expected it to be—the Soviet: 

Union would not accept any far-reaching changes in the 

government.70 

At the afternoon session of the commission on the 

25th, Gruber threatened to withdraw his faction.^ For- 

68SchSrf, Zwischer. Demokratie und Volksdemolcratie, 
p. kh. 

V'^Gruber, Zwiscnen Befi^eiung und Freihel t, p. 37* 

7°Ibld., p. 38. 

71‘ibid.; Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19^5> " 
p. 139. 
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tunately, Dr. Ernst Koref, the mayor of Linz, offered some 

compromise solutions, including the suggestion that an 

under secretary in the interior department be appointed 

to sxipervise the elections, that a special public secu¬ 

rity commission be established, and that an undersecretary 

for foreign affairs be appointed. All of these positions 

should be occupied by officials from the western pro¬ 

vinces.*^ Further debate showed that these proposals of¬ 

fered a more reasonable basis for compromise. 

The reports of the three commissions were presented 

to all the delegates at the final session of the confer- • - 

ence on the afternoon of the 26th. Speaking for the poli- • 

tical commission, Gruber proposed a broadening of the gov- •. ,v 
» 

eminent and the formation of a special commission in the • * 

interior department to supervise the execution and prepar---. 

ation of the elections and to serve as a consulting agen¬ 

cy for questions of public security. This compromise 

arrangement left Honner in office but deprived of much of 

his former power. After Gruber’s report, Reinhold Mac- 

hold suggested that the elections be held on November 25. 

As a final note, the political commission endorsed the 

federal state structure of Austria in the spirit of the 

7^Gruber, Zwischen Befreiung und Frelhelt, p. -38. 
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1929 constitution; 

The proposals of the commissions were voted on and 

accepted by the conference. Renner closed the conference 

with a masterful speech which drew thunderous applause.7^ 

The real effect of the provincial conference was actually 

the formation of a new provisional government—albeit one 

in which Renner was still the acting head of government. 

The government was decentralized and the influence of the 

Communists was lessenedi 

The changes in the government were implemented on 

September 26. Karl Gruber was named undersecretary to the; 

chancellor for foreign affairs. Dr. D'osef Sommer, a Peo- .• 

pie's Party member from Upper Austria, was appointed un-„ ? 

dersecretary in the interior department. The state seers-, 

tary for agriculture and forestry, Rudolf Buchinger, was 

replaced by Josef Kraus; both men belonged to the People's 

Party. Up to this time Kraus had been undersecretary of 

the state office for sxipply. Kraus' position as under¬ 

secretary for food supply was taken over by Ernst Vinsauer, 

also of the People's Party.. A new office for the protec¬ 

tion of property and economic planning was created, with 

Vinzenz Schumy of the People's Party as state secretary, 

' .Sch4rf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
pp. *12-43. 

"^Gruber, Zwischen Befreiung und Freiheit, pp. 38-39. 
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Franz Rauscher as Socialist undersecretary, and Dr. A1-. 

T R 
fred Neumann as the Communist undersecretary. 1 

On September 28, Renner informed the Allied Control 

Council of the results of the conference.^ Recognition 

was expected to be very prompt. 

Armed with a valid claim to de facto recognition, 

Renner visited General Mark Clark on September 29. Ke 

assured the American high commissioner that Communist 

influence in the government was no longer dangerous and 

emphasized that a speical election commission and excel¬ 

lent Austrian election laws would result in a free and 

honest election. Renner also pointed out that accord¬ 

ing to the election plans, nine-tenths of the election <? 

officials at the polling places would be Socialists or 

members of the People's Party. 1 

At the October 1 meeting of the Allied Control Coun¬ 

cil the last step toward recognition of the Renner gov¬ 

ernment was inaugurated. Some minor revisions were made 

in the draft resolution for recognition submitted by the 

7-^S’ee Appendix II for a complete list of the csbi- • 
net officials after the changes of September ?6. 

rj r 

'°SchcJrf, Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
P. 25. 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19^5>"-P. 1^0 
This statement in Houston's article is based on a communi 
cation from Erhardt (the American political advisor in 
Austria) to the Secretary of State in the U. S. State De¬ 
partment files. 
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the American element on the 29th and an alternate British 

resolution submitted on the 30th.- These revisions had to 

do with the substitution of a specific list of matters to 

be controlled by. the Allied Control Council for a general 

statement that "certain functions of government which will 

be the subject of a separate recommendation will be re¬ 

served to the Allied Council."7^ It was then decided that 

each commander-in-chief would submit a resolution to his 

respective government recommending the recognition of the 

Austrian provisional government and the extension of its 
70 

authority to the whole of Austria.'J 

Recognition was finally granted at the October 20,-. 

19^5> meeting of the Allied Control Council. When some 

minor alterations had been made in the draft of the memo¬ 

randum to be presented to Renner, the council decided to 

invite Renner to attend the meeting so that he could be 

personally presented with the approval which he had waited 

so long to receive. 

The "Memorandum by the Allied Cotmcil to Dr. Renner" 

avoided the difficulty of the division of powers between 

the Council and the provisional government by stating that 

7®Minutes of the meeting of October 1, 19^5, •Allied 
Commission for Austria, Microfilmed Minutes of the Meet¬ 
ings', ALCO, reel 1, pp. 3-^. 

79Ibid. 
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"certain functions' of government will be reserved to the 

Allied Council and further communications will be made as 

occasion requires to Dr. Renner setting out these func¬ 

tions. The main task of the government wasf to hold 

free elections as soon as possible. Renner wasted no time 

in carrying out this task.' At last the hope of a freely 

elected democratic government for Austria was in sight. 

^Annex I of the minutes of the October 20, 19^5> 
meeting. Ibid. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE AUSTRIAN ELECTION OP 1945 

Free elections had been promised as early as April 

27. While this promise had been sincerely, made,the 

provisional government soon realized that premature elec 

tions would be as harmful as no elections at all. The 

division of the country into four occupation zones and 

the isolation of Renner's temporary government during 

the spring and summer were the primat'y factors in the 

delay. All parties concerned realized that only nation¬ 

wide elections could help the Austrian ship of state, 

v.’hich was being tossed upon the troubled waters of inter 

allied conflicts.. 

The task of holding an election was the most impor- 
* 

tant task entrusted to the-provisional government. It' 

was, in fact, the main justification for the government1 

existence. By its very nature the provisional govern- . 

ment was only an interim body acting in a caretaker capa 

•'■Ante, pp. 37-38. 
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city. The representative assembly to be chosen by the 

electorate was to form a regular government and adopt a. 

suitable constitution. None of the laws or decrees of 

the provisional government were to be binding upon the 

new government. Thus, the success or failure of the 

representative form of government proposed by the provi¬ 

sional government depended upon the results of the elec¬ 

tions. 

The Austrian people were determined to elect a 

group of people pledged to the strengthening of a demo¬ 

cratic government. Democracy, as they had known it in 

the First Republic, had been crippled by vicious party 

strife. The idea of a loyal opposition had not developed. 

But the experiences of fascist authoritarianism', nasi 

totalitarianism, and occupation by Russian communism 

gave rise to a realistic appreciation of democracy and 

an understanding of the need for restraint and cooper¬ 

ation. Austrian patriotism and the belief in the viabi¬ 

lity of an independent Austrian state were at question. 

The answers could be provided only by early, honest elec¬ 

tions. 

The provisional government worked diligently to 

achieve the goal of early elections. Resolutions estab¬ 

lishing a special election commission within the interior 
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department and setting November 25 as the election date 

were passed by the first provincial conference held in 
•* 

September. The second provincial conference convened in 

Vienna from October 9 to 11. Following the pattern set 

by the September conference, the political commission, the 

same as the other two, presented recommendations to a 

plenary session, which met October 11, from 7 to 8:15 P. m. 

Although not nearly as important as the first conference, 

the October meeting resulted in decisions concerning specir 

fic problems relevant to the elections. These included 

the restriction of voting rights to former National Social¬ 

ists and appeals to the Allied Control Council to allow r . 

freedom of the press and a guarantee of mobility for elec-,1- 

tion officials and party functionaries.- 

Election regulations based on the proposals of the 

first and'second provincial conferences were embodied in 

an elaborate election law passed by the Renner govern¬ 

ment on October 19, 19^5*~ The election law reaffirmed 

November 25 as the date on which the Austrian people were 

to choose a parliament of 165 members. At the same time, 

the residents of the provinces were to elect provincial 

assemblies and the Viennese a city council. The number 

^See St-aatsgesetzblatt, 19^5, No. 193, pp. 317-3^8. 
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of delegates for these local assemblies was to be deter¬ 

mined by the appropriate sections of the 1929 constitution.3 

Once elected, the local assemblies were to elect repre¬ 

sentatives to an upper house of parliament and, together 

with the directly elected lower house, for a new govern¬ 

ment . 

The provisions of the election lav.1 which directly in¬ 

fluenced the rank-and-file voters were clear. After list¬ 

ing the divisions of the country into electoral wards and 

districts, the code enumerated the requirements for voter 

eligibility. All men and women of Austrian citizenship, 

who were 21 years of age or older were qualified to vote 

unless they fell into one of the restricted categories-- 

enumerated in the election code. The loss of voting priv¬ 

ileges applied to incompetent persons, former National.' 

Socialists, persons serving police sentences, and persons 

placed under legal judgement.*1 

The election officials distributed and analyzed ques- 

tionaires which determined to whom these restrictions 

should apply. The penalty for concealing information on 

these forms was one to five years of imprisonment. If the 

3For the Landtage (provincial assemblies), see arti¬ 
cle 95.: for the Viennese municipal council, see article 
128. Ibid., p. 317. 

**Ibid. 
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citizen was qualified to vote, he then had to register in 

the place of his permanent residence before a fixed date 
p; /T 

(Stichtag). which was later set at November 23. As the 

above-mentioned questionaires and the voter registration 

forms were similar, discrepancies could be quickly dis¬ 

covered. At any time throughout the campaign up to the 

cut-off date previously overlooked former members of the 

National Socialist Party could be purged from the list of 

registered voters. Consequently, enforcement of the re- ; 

strictions was simple and orderly. Only persons whose 

names appeared on the list of registered voters could step y 

into the polls to cast their ballots. Close control of 

the voter rolls and the balloting procedure prevented ’ v 

ballot box stuffing and other irregularities. Sach voter* . 

cast only one vote for parliament and one vote for the lo-v.-./ 

7 
cal assembly. 

Not only was the eligibility to vote clearly defined, 

but the conditions and atmosphere essential for a free 

election v/ere .also spelled out. The election law regulated 

the extent of electioneering and campaign propagandizing 

"Ibid. 

6"Wahlkundmachung des Alliierten Rates, " Wiener 
Zeltung, November 23> 19^5> P. 1. 

^Staatsgesetzblatt, 19^5; No. 198, p. 3io. 
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that was to be allowed. A ban on the sale of alcohol ex¬ 

tending from 8 p. m. of the night before the election to 

8 p. m. of the night of the election was stipulated. Fire¬ 

arms and last minute soliciting at the polls were forbid- 
8 ' den. Most important, the law clearly provided for secret 

balloting.^ The election- law also stipulated the eligibi¬ 

lity of the candidates and enumerated administrative de¬ 

tails necessary for expedient, honest elections. 

For the average voter the campaign began late in Octo¬ 

ber, when the provisional government issued an appeal con-- 

cerning the forthcoming election, which was addressed to 

"the citizens of Austria.Exactly six months had elapsed 

between the time of the formation of the government in April 

and the date the above decree was issiiad on October 27. 

Appearing in the newspapers on Sunday, October 28, the 

appeal urged all men and women of Austria to participate 

"in a general free election of a people's assembly. Al¬ 

though the proclamations of April had promised early elec- 

®Ibld., passim. 

^Ibia., p. 318. For a discussion of balloting pro¬ 
cedure* in Austria, see Ludwig Boyer, Wahlrecht in flster- 
reich, Vol. I: Wahl und Wahlsysteme "('Vienna: Austria Edi¬ 
tion, 1961), pp. 57-58'. 

"^Hi 3 cocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 4l. 

■^Renner, "Citizens! Men and Women of Austria!" 
Wiener Zeitung, October 28, 19^5> p. 1. 



tions, the article read, six months' delay had been re¬ 

quired in order to organize political life from the vil¬ 

lage level to the highest governmental posts and to se¬ 

cure recognition and approval for freedom of action from 

the world powers. Now that such recognition had been 

granted, all Austrian people with the exception of the 

National Socialists were called upon officially to parti¬ 

cipate in the government by voting for one of the three 

democratic parties. The future of Austria--its spiriual' 

renewal and economic reconstruction--were at stake. Full, 

participation in the elections would show that the Aus- ; 

trian people fully supported a "free, independent, and i 

democratic Republic of Austria."-1-2 

Dr. Renner used his influence as chancellor to try; ; 

to maintain a low-key campaign in which all parties would 

place national interests above party gains. Initially 

this seemed to be an attainable goal. All three parties 

could use the issue of reestablishing a free and indepen- 

dent Austria as a common basis for appeal. Nevertheless, 

despite the relatively short campaign, historical rival¬ 

ries and inevitable hostilities soon emerged. By elec¬ 

tion day it was obvious that the high-minded, lofty ideal 

of subordination of partisan politics .to national renewal 

l2Ibid. 
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had been greatly abused. 

. Despite the fact that the masses became aware of 

active campaigning only at such a late date, the cam¬ 

paign for the November parliamentary election had actu¬ 

ally begun in April, when the parties began reorganizing 

themselves. In these early April days three parties 

predom.inated--the Socialist Party, the Communist Party, 

and the People's Party. When the Allied Council finally 

met on September 11, 1945, only these three parties were 

officially authorized to carry on political activity..;. 

Other parties could be formed by submitting their pro-.-- 

grams to the council and seeking authorization. During 

the short time before'the election, however, no other';* 

party had a chance to develop. An independent party did 

appear or. the ballot in Carinthia, but it received only 

14 
5,000 votes. Political action was greatly encumbered 

by the Allied restrictions' on freedom of the press and 

freedom of assembly. To alleviate the strain this put 

on the campaign, the council allowed closed meetings in 

private buildings, but public meetings and demonstrations 

-^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945/' P. 146 

14„ 
Das Ergebnis der Wahlen in den Nationalrat, 

Wiener Zeltung, November 2J, 1945; P. 1. 

II 



were still to be regulated in the occupation zones by the 

respective occupying authorities and in Vienna by the Inter¬ 

im 
Allied Kommandatura. ^ 

Thus, because of the exigencies of time and the condi¬ 

tions of occupation, none of the parties entered the cam¬ 

paign with a detailed campaign platform. For the most 

part, they took advantage of issues and traditional con¬ 

flicts as they arose. What, then, did the various parties 

offer their supporters and what issues were aired in the 

course of the campaign? Their respective ideological pro¬ 

clivities provide part of the answer, as they were influ¬ 

ential in determining not only the issues which the parties 

emphasized but also their campaign tactics. ; . 

The Socialist Party had lost much of it's Marxist 

orthodoxy after the experiences of the 193‘4 ban, the. Hit¬ 

ler occupation, and the ravages of war. Their basic ap¬ 

peal was summed up by the slogan "We're back again" (Wir 

x 16 
sind wieder da)I By calling attention to their past 

triumphs, above all their social welfare record, they not 

only avoided ideological difficulties between the two 

■^Minutes of the September 11, meeting, Allied 
Commission for Austria, Mlcrofilmed Minutes of the Meet¬ 
ing's, "ALCO, reel’l. " ’ . ’• 

x^Bader, Austria between East and West, p. ^Wl. 
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factions—the former Social Democrats and the former Rev¬ 

olutionary Socialists--but also countered the Communist 

appeals of social insurance for all and the establishment 

. of an eight-hour work day.-*-7 By relying on past glories, 

the Socialists also glbssed over the fact that the party 

had lost its sense of direction-*-® and was indeed ideolog¬ 

ically bankrupt. But what the Socialists had lost in or¬ 

thodoxy, they had gained in realism, and the party could 

count on a strong following of workers who-, though basi¬ 

cally sympathetic to the Communist promise of a quicker 

road to the socialist paradise, were disillusioned by 

what they had seen of the Russians. -*-9 

Past differences between the Social Democratic, and 

Christian Social-Parties seemed to reappear in the Social 

ists' quarrel with the People's Party over the latter's 

relationship to the former Christian Socials and a con¬ 

comitant association with authoritarianism and clerical¬ 

ism. V'hile the Socialists considered the Christian So¬ 

cial governments of 1934-1933 as a form of "Austro-fas- 

cisrn, " their accusations .a’gainst the People's Party for 

endorsing this form of fascism was short-lived. Had this 

-•7lbid., p. 42. 

■^Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 354. 

19Ibid. 
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line been pursued, it could have opened the door for the 

National Socialists to demand participation in the govern¬ 

ment. Clericalism ceased to be an issue just before the 

campaign reached-its height. The church itself took steps 

po 
to prevent active clerical interference.- Self-assured 

only when "fighting again their old battle with the cler- 

„P1 
i.cals, the Socialists turned with a definite lack of 

self-confidence to a pretended fear of a return to cir¬ 

cumstances similar to those which had presaged the ban of 

the Social Democratic Party in February., 193*1. Besides 

questioning the sincerity .of the People's Party's demo¬ 

cratic re-orientation, the Socialists demanded from their 

right wing opponents an admission of historical guiiit 

concerning the events of 193*1 and a repudiation of the 

Dollfuss-Schussnigg era.22 

The Socialists did not conduct a vigorous campaign 

against the Communists, but sought to gain the vote of 

all left-wing elements by stressing "national revival and 

not proletarian revolution."23 At the same time, they 

2^Scharf,' Zwischen Demokratie und Volksdemokratie, 
p. 111. Also see ante, pp. 23-24. 

^Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 355. 

22Shell, The Transformation of Austrian Socialism, 
p. 168. 

^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19*15 J " P* 129. 
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carefully avoided -any action that could have been inter¬ 

preted as cooperation or common action with the Communists. 

While the Socialists were plagued with a bankrupt 

ideology, the People's Party was confronted with the task 

of creating a new ideology. The various preliminary con¬ 

ferences of August and September, as well as the exchange 

of visits, between the party leaders of the west and 

those in Vienna, led to the formulation of fifteen pro¬ 

grammatic guiding principles upon which a strongly uni- 

‘fj.ed People's Party could be based.^ Among other things, 

the party sought to establish freedom of education, press, 

and literature, freedom of assembly, freedom and indepen- 

dence of the church, and healthy trade relations. In 

theory, the party subscribed to a strict separation of 

church and state. In reality, however, the electorate 

continued to associate the interests of the church with 

the People's Party. Collectively, the fifteen point pro¬ 

gram drafted by the party revealed a dedication of the 
t 

parts'- members to the salvation of western civilization 

Of) 
and the preservation of the free enterprise system. ' 

“^Kasamas, Programm Osterreic’n, p. 14. 

25See Klaus Berchtold, flsterreichlsche Partelprogramme 
1868-1966 (Vienna: R. Oldenbourg Munchen, 19&7)> P- 377 
'for" point 6 on freedom of expression and point 7 on the 
church; pp. 378-379; for point 13 dealing with trade. 

26sweet, "The Mew Austria," pp. 356-357- 
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The People's Party campaign appealed to tradition. 

The party actually got most of it-s support from the pea¬ 

sants and the middle class., although it nominally sought 

the farmer and the labor vote. Campaign tactics showed 

two clear tendencies. In opposition to the Socialist 

Party, the most serious clash was over the Socialist 

accusation of historical guilt for the events of 193^-- 

1938. The People's Party maintained that the events of 

that era resulted from errors made by patriotic Austrians 

of both parties and that no group could claim a "monopoly 

of historical righteousness."27 

The People's Party's tactics against the Communist 

Party were much more forceful. Election slogans reflected 

a definite anti-Soviet sentiment. Thrj opprobrious atti¬ 

tude of the People's Party to Russian misconduct was 

illustrated by a poster displayed in Styria with the 

following play on words: "Ursteier und Steier ohne Uhr, 

wa'hlt Volkspartei" (Native Styrians and Styria ns without 

watches, vote for the People's Party).^8 implied, of 

course, was a malediction against the- Red Army, whose 

"lj.beration" policy sanctioned the expropriation of Aus- 

“^She11, The Transformation of Austrian Socialism, 
pp. 168-169. • 

OP 
‘■ Gruber, Zwischen Befreiung und Frei’neit, p. 39. 
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trian personal and private property by Russian troops. 

The People’s Party, as the only non-left party, was 

2Q 
particularly vulnerable to charges of fascist sypathies. ^ 

For this reason, a group of young, aggressive leaders be- 
Op 

came prominent in the party,-''-' since most of the older 

leaders had been associated in some way with the Dollfuss- 

Schussnigg regimes. Despite these precautions, however, 

the American military government in Salzburg stepped in 

when it was charged that recognized fascists—actually just 

former members of the Heimwehr—appeared on the People's 

Party candidate list.31 While personalities do not play 

as important a role in elections held by the list system 

as they sometimes do in American politics, nevertheless;. • 

the vitality of the young People's Party leader's was a 

definite advantage over the Socialists and Communists and 

helped to offset the disadvantages of the party's Chris¬ 

tian Social heritage. 

The Communists' platform combined both the Social¬ 

ists and the People's Party's campaign pledges. In es- 

29fiouston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 19^5> " p. 147. 

3®Sweet, "The New Austria," p. 355* 

^“Gruber, Zwlschen Befrelung und Freihelt, pp. 4l- 
42; Josef KaGt, Per Steinlge Weg. Geschichte der sozial- 
istischen Arbeiterbewegung 1m Lande Salzburg (Vienna: 
Verlag dor. V/iener Volksbuchhandlung, 1961 )V P* 160. 



sence, however, the Communist program differed consider¬ 

ably from the programs of the other two parties. V/hile 

the Socialists had a bankrupt ideology and the People's 

Party was trying to create a new one, the Communists had 

a rigid ideology that had to be toned down in order to 

gain mass support. The Communists tried to offer mere so¬ 

cialism than the Socialist Party and more Austrian patri¬ 

otism than the People's Party. As the campaign progressed 

the Communists turned more and more to trying to associ- 

ate the label- of fascism with the other parties.As .. .• 

the Communist Party line went, not only was the People's, 

Party associated with the man who had allowed Hitler an- r 

nexation but even the socialist Renner and the catholic*;* ... 

leader Cardinal Joseph Innitzer had originally acquiesced:' 

in cooperation with Nazism. But never the Communist ■,* 

PartyI 53 

On November 22, 19^5* the Volksstimme, the Austrian 

Communist newspaper, carried a full page denunciation 

of the Socialists and the People's Party for engaging 

3^Bsder, Austria between Bast and West, p. 42. 

■^^josef Toch, "Enklave KPO, " in Bestandaufnahme 
flsterreich 1945-1963, edited by Jacques Hannak Vienna: 
Forum Verlag, 1963)] p. 68. 
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in a Nasi-like underground slander campaign against the • 

Soviet Union.3^ During the final days of the campaign, 

speakers became more vehement; candidates scurried from 

rallies to meetings to radio interviews. Renner himself 

addressed a last minute radio appeal to the electorage 

on the 24th urging all qualified persons to vote.35 

Nearly a quarter million posters had been pasted over 

Vienna. No one knew what the expense of the campaign 

amounted to.3^ But the parties had done all they could.- 

The day had come for the first free election since 1950..'. 

Election day, Sunday, November 25, 1945:. was a cold, 

wintry day in Austria. Although the winter snows had 

not yet isolated the mountain regions, the lac!-: of coal1 

and fuel contributed to a heightened awareness of the • • 

bad weather. ' Nevertheless, over 90fi of Austria's eligi- ">• 

ble voters^ braved the elements to cast their votes. 

^John MacCormac, "Reds 
The New York Times, November 

in Austria denounce Enemies, 
23, 1945, Sect. 1, p. 7. 

35"Eine Neue Welt ist im V'erden, " radio appeal of the 
state chancellor, lviener Zeltung, November 25, 1945, P. 1. 

36"Da s Letzte Wahlolakat," Wiener Zoitung, November 

25, 1945, P. 3. ' 

37Klaus Blecha, Rupert Gmoser, and Heinz Kienzl, Per 
durchleuchtete VJcIhler. Beitr^ge zur politischen Sc-ziolo- 
gle in ffsterreich {"Vienna: Europe Verlag, 1964 ), p. 31, 



No protests were lodged concerning the outcome of 

the election. The Allied Control- Council expressed satis¬ 

faction that to its knowledge the elections had been con¬ 

ducted legally and democratically without coercion or inter¬ 

ference from any of the parties or powers.38 

Many of the voters were old people, and 62% were 

"50 
women. A majority of young men were still prisoners 

of war in Russia, England, and France. Nearly 30% of 

the adult Austrian citizens were disenfranchised for 

National Socialist activities. Foul play could not be 

charged about the polling procedures; but, in the light 

of the above statistics, some doubt might have arisen 

about whether the number of people voting actually rep¬ 

resented nation-wide public opinion. 

The polling statistics presented no surprise to-’ 

persons intimately acquainted with Austria and her tra- 

gives a figure of 9l-<%> Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria, 
in 19^5)!l P. 1^7^ .cites a 93% figure for voter participa¬ 
tion . 

R3 
Donnison, Civil Affairs -and Military Government, 

p. 298; Stearman, The Soviet Union and the Occupation of 
Austria, p. 35 • 

^John MacCormac, "Austria Poll led by Conservatives," . 
The New York Times, November 26, 19^5, Sect. 1, pp. 1 and 3. 

h r\ 
Anne O’Hare McCormick, "Austria•beleives she visions 

a Chance to Live, " The New York Times, November 2*i, 19^5J 
Sect. I-, p. 18. 
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ditional- political alignments.^ The election campaign, 

had purified the political air and placed proper empha- 

ho 
sis on the relative positions of the political parties. 

Every party now knew what its strength was and which 

segments of the population supported it. Surprisingly, 

party strengths followed almost exactly the pre-war pat¬ 

terns, with the Socialists and right-wing parties receiv¬ 

ing 40-5C'ffo each and the Communists less than 5$.^ The 

Communists were quite disturbed by the election results. 

They had difinitely been repudiated. For a short.time . 

observers watching the early returns doubted whether the 

Communists would even get enough votes to fill, the basic 
2i >1 

mandate, ' without which they could not participate inr..' 

parliament and their claim to a post in the new cabinet 

would be most tenuous.: 

The decisiveness of the Communist defeat was not ap- 

^-*-Renner, Osterreich von der ersten zur zweiten 
RepubIlk, p. 235^ 

ho 
"Helmerj 50- Jahre erlebte Geschichte, . p.- 219. 

■ ho 
.-^Houston, "Karl Renner and Austria in 1945/' p. 147. 

lih nHThe minimum number of votes required for a party 
to participate in the government. 

h 

^MacC-orrnac, "Austrian Poll Led by Conservatives, 
pp. 1 and 3. 

If 
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parent until the preliminary returns from industrial 

areas, such as Wiener Neustadt, conclusively indicated 

that the reports of Communist strength in these "red" 

workers' districts had been illusory. When the final 

polls were validated, it turned out that the Communist 

Party had received only 17^,387 votes and elected only 
1{6 

four of the 165 members of the Natlonalrat. 

The importance and significance of the Communist 

loss can hardly be overemphasized. The Soviet officials 
il7 

were stunned. ' Their anger, caused by this failure’ of 

.the Austrian Communist Party, marked "the real end of 

anything other than pretended collaboration" with .both 

the western Allies and the Austrian government.^® 

The Communists had drastically misjudged the deep 

loyalties of the Austrian voters. The division of the 

elector'ste between the traditional parties was essenti¬ 

ally the same as it had been in 1930.^9 The Communists 

had observed a definite trend to the left throughout 

^®"Das Ergebnis der Wahlen in den Nationalrat," 
p. 1, shows that 174,387 votes were cast for the Commun¬ 
ists, but only that only three mandates were secured. 
Other results of the elections are given in Houston, "Karl 
Renner and Austria in 1945.-" p. 147; and Hiscocks, The 
Rebirth of Austria, p. 42. 

1?7 
‘Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. 43. 

)ip 
' ■'Clark, Calculated Risk, p. 470. 

4Q 
^Blecha, Gmoser, and Kienzl, Der durchleuchtete 

Wohler, p. 31. 
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Europe and they thought that the Austrian people were 

ready to accept the Communist party as.one willing to par¬ 

ticipate in government. They felt that the party should 

have been accepted as such. The Austrian party leaders 

blamed the Russians for their defeat at the polls. The 

Austrian workers had initially welcomed the Soviets and 

had expected to see in them a reflection of socialist ideals 

While the Russian political advisors did all they could to 

attract these Austrians, their efforts were sabotaged by 

the wholesale .plunder carried out by Soviet economic mis¬ 

sions and by the crudity of the occupation troops. No mat¬ 

ter who or what- caxised the defeat, however, the Communists, 

did not give up. Shortly after the election, Johann Kople- 

nig, the party chairman, explained to the party faithful,. 

"We have lost a battle but we stand at the beginning of a 

contest for Austria and we will win this contest."^0 

The Socialists had expected a lost of votes.51 Hav¬ 

ing hoped for only He# of the vote, they were, according 

to Adolf Schclrf, quite satisfied with the they actually 

r.p *- 
receivedThe party felt that the Communist defeat fully 

5®Toch, "Enklave KP(3, " p. 70. 

5lKaut, Per stelnige Weg, p. 162. 

S^This estimate of 4C$ is given in Houston, "Karl 
Renner and Austria in 19*15* " P« 1*17- Sch&rf is quoted in 
"Das Echo des Wahlergebnis," Wiener Zeitung, November 28, 
19*15* P. 1. 
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justified their refusal to be mislead into a united front 

^3 
policy.^ 

The People’s Party, with its unexpected majority, 

could have formed a government. But a coalition also 

offered many advantages. Hard times still lay ahead for 

Austria during the postwar reconstruction era, and no 

single party could gain popular support when so much had 

to be demanded of the citizens and so little returned. 

Not only would that party be blamed in the long run for 
cii 

the heavy burdens"^ but the other party would turn to a 

reckless policy of opposition—leading back to a repeti¬ 

tion of the bitter strife of the First Republic. The 

party leaders, therefore, honored their pledge to pre- 

serve the coalition principle. 

The provisional government resigned as soon as-the 

election results were validated. However, it continued 

to supervise official business until a new government 

could be formed. Leopold Figl was entrusted with the 

task of forming the new government. 

Immediately after the election the relations between 

53r4acCormac, "Austrian Poll Led by Conservatives, " 
P. 3. 

-^Gruber, Zwlschen Befreiung und Freiheit, p. ^IC. 

-^Hiscocks, The Rebirth of Austria, p. Houston, 
"Karl Renner and Austria in 19^3/' P. 1^7 • 
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the government and- the Allied Control Council deterio¬ 

rated. On November 30 the Allied^ Council decreed that 

the formation of a new Austrian government could neither 

be considered conclusive nor made public before its ap¬ 

proval by the council. The occupying powers requested 

that a list of the members of the new government be sub- 

mitted to the council before its December 20th meeting." 

The council considered a report on the elections.at 

its December 10th meeting and approval of the new gov¬ 

ernment was proposed."*^ When the council chairman asked 

whether the members were ready to discuss the government 

and to approve its composition., the Soviet member ob¬ 

jected that the question had not yet been studied by the 

executive committee of the Allied Commission and that the 

Austrian government had not yet submitted its proposed 

program. 

The Austrians resented the Russian interference in 

trying to delay the inauguration. The three nominees ob~ 

jected to--Julixis Raab, as the minister of ti*s.de; ^inzenz 

Schumy, as minister for property protection; and Andreas 

' Minutes of the November 30th meeting, Allied Com¬ 
mission for Austria, Microfilmed Minutes of the Meetings, 
ALCOj reel. 1. 

c,7 
"'Agenda for the December 10th meeting., Ibid. 

" Minutes of the December 10th meeting., ibid. 
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C;Q 

Korp, as minister for food supply"""--had served on the 

provisional government which the Soviet authorities had 

approved. The new government accurately reflected the 

proportionate strengths of the parties as demonstrated by 

the elections. Eight cabinet positions were to be filled 

by People's Party officials; six/ by Socialists; and one-- 

a specially created ministry of electrification--by a 

Communist appointee. 

Allied Council approval was finally granted on the 

l8th. When parliament met for the first time on December 

19) Dr. Renner summarized the work of the provisional 

government. Also, on this day. the upper house of parlia¬ 

ment was formed by the delegates who had been selected, by 

the provincial assemblies. Cn December'20 a joint session 

of parliament .chose Renner to serve as the first president 

of trie Second Republic by a vote of 20^4 to Sero with only 

one member abstaining. Renner's first task was to swear 

in the members of the new government. 

Official recognition to the permanent government was 

extended by the control council oh December 20. From 

December 22, 19^5> to January 9, 19^6, other world powers 

also recognized the Austrian government.^ 

c^Gruber, Zwischen Befrelung und Freiheit, p. 4l, 

60. 

p. 298. 
Donnison, Civil Affairs and Military Government, 
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During the short life of the. provisional government 

Austria had become aware of many new developments. The 

electoral campaign was but one manisfestation of a newly 

found patriotism. ' Other indications were the cooperation 

between the parties that had been bitter enemies in the 

First Republic and the willingness with which the popula¬ 

tion undertook the task of reconstruction-. For the first 

time, the people could believe in the feasibility of 

genuine independence. While freedom was not secure un¬ 

til the occupation by the foreign powers cov.ld be termi¬ 

nated; the election demonstrated that the country was 

capable of democratic and responsible conduct. Although 

much of the credit for such a rapid progress was due to 

such leaders as Renner, Schclrf, Gruber, and Figi, their 

goals would have been unattainable without the cooperation 

of the average man and his participation in the election. 

The formation of the Austrian provisional govern¬ 

ment in April, 19^5> had been due to a fortunate combi¬ 

nation of.circumstances. Austria had been occupied by a 

country which was willing to allow the formation of an in¬ 

digenous government and leaders capable of forming such a 

government had stepped forward. In the inital phase of 

the postwar period some Austrians felt that the political 
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vacuum caused by the war should be used as a testing ground 

for a new form of government. Austria's large socialist 

camp and her strong Marxist sympathies should have provided 

fertile ground for the establishment of a Soviet oriented 

government. That the Austrian people repudiated such a 

possibility was as much due to Russian mistakes as to the 

western traditions of the peasantry. 

The overly prompt recognition of the provisional gov¬ 

ernment by the Russian authorities caused a split between 

the Soviets and the western Allies. As the inter-allied :< 

conflict developed, Austria was paralyzed in a position of.;/ 

offering one or the other side more or less bargaining ••• 

power in the bottles of the cold war. The division of the;-y 

country into zones of occupation was a problem of top pri- \. 

ority to the provisional government. The western Allies * 

isolated their zones of occupation from the Vienna-based 

Renner government and installed military occupation 

authorities in the western regions of the country. By 

September the British finally gave up their unsuccessful 

attempt to form a counter-government. Nevertheless, the 

threat of an opposition government and possible permanent 

division of the small country was genuine and was another 

urgent problem for the provisional government. Further- 
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more, it was a problem that the Austrians were-powerless 

to tackle until the Allies worked out their differences 

in the European Advisory Commission and the Allied Con¬ 

trol Council for Austria. 

A provisional government which was acceptable to 

the western Allies finally emerged from the provincial 

conferences of September, 1945. As a result of this con¬ 

ference, the Renner government in Vienna was broadened 

to include representatives from the western regions of 

the country and the jurisdiction of the government was* 

extended to all of the country. Within one month after 

its recognition by the Allied Control Council, the “ '* 

provisional government directed the first free election's 

since 1930. Shortly after the elections the Renner pro¬ 

visional cabinet .turned the keys of government over to-< 

the newly formed Eigl government. 

The provisional government had in a rather short 

time established a record of distinction and provided the 

Eigl government a firm basis for continued success. Not 

only had Renner and his provisional cabinet established 

an administration necessary for the reconstruction of the 

country, but also it had provided a constitutional basis 

for the government, abrogated the corpus of Nazi law, 
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and demonstrated the advantages of coalit3.on government, 

and inter-party cooperation. 

It is intriguing how Austria secured the foundations 

for independence while confronted with the obstacles pre¬ 

sented by the occupying powers. These obstacles included 

the isolation of the Renner government caused by the non- 

recognition policy of the western powers ‘and the delay in 

recognition of the government once the Allied Control 

Council was established. 

The factors which enabled Austria to overcome the 

complications of Allied occupation included--du>:*ing the- ... 

initial phase of the government's formation--the role of; . 

the resistance and the resurrection of the political y 

parties. Factors which became important after the initial 

formation of* the government dealt primarily with curbing - 

the Communist influence so that the approval of the west¬ 

ern .Allies could be secured. One the Renner government 

was granted approval by the council, free elections were 

forthcoming. • 

The. role of the resistance movement was a primary ' 

factor in the rapid formation of the government. During 

the final days of liberation, the existence of the resis¬ 

tance movement came to the attention of the Allies. The 
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Austrian resistance movement had been weak and disorgan¬ 

ized. Comprised of all factions of Austria's political 

spectrum, it fostered deep ties of friendship between 

ideologically disparate groups. Its interest in political 

matters did not extend beyond the reconstruction of local 

administrations and it ceased to exist almost as soon as 

the fighting stopped. It greatest contribution was that 

it promptly and willingly turned the reigns of political 

leadership over to the renascent party organizations. 

This, in turn, stimulated the development of the political 

parties. 

The rebirth of political parties reflected a trend 

toward moderation, realism, and cooperation which the 

shared experiences of war and imprisonment had engendered. 

The Socialist camp had lost its sense of direction, but, 

what it lost in ideology, it gained in realism. The rad¬ 

ical wing--the Revolutionary Socialists—joined with the 

moderate Social Democrats to form the Socialist Party of 

Austria. The Austrian right also became more moderate, • 

and new leaders rose to prominence in the..newly formed 

People's Party. 

The Communist Party was another major factor in Aus¬ 

tria 's escape from Soviet domination and subsequent inde¬ 

pendence. Its contribution, however, was in its failures 
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rather than its successes. The party leaders flown in 

front Moscow in the early April days had grossly miscalcu¬ 

lated the strength of Communist sympathy among the Aus¬ 

trian workers. Their estimates of Communist strength had 

been extremely optimistic. The Communists simply failed 

to consider the extent to which many Austrians, including 

the workers, had been disillusioned by the excesses of the 

Russian occupation troops. 

Lastly, the provisional government exercised some 

very astute political maneuvers in its efforts to gain 

western approval and diminish the Communist influence:. 

Renner’s ability to suggest realistic compromise and'.*his 

lack of strong ideological prejudices made it possible 

for him to cooperate with both the Russians, and the ; 

western powers. Although his leadership was an important 

part of the government's success, his role has been some¬ 

what overemphasized. While it-was Renner who suggested 

the system of giving cabinet members of one party under¬ 

secretaries from the other parties, he did so because of 

the unwillingness of the Socialist and People's Parties 

to accept Communist ministers of the interior and education 

Prom the provincial conferences of September and Oct¬ 

ober emerged other shrewd stratagems for divesting the Com¬ 

munists of their disproportionate share of political power. 
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These included the formation of a special election com¬ 

mission and the broadening of the cabinet to include more 

representatives from the ‘western provinces. 

The crowning success of the. provisional government 

was, of course, the elections. The results of the elec¬ 

tion were but a reflection of the many other internal 

factors. The repudiation of communism shown by the elec¬ 

tion results represented the deep resentment towards the 

Russians which was shared by the whole population, and 

reflected the Austrian workers' disillusionment with the 

Russian form of socialism.. 

Thus the work of the Renner government laid the 

foundations for a free and independent Austria. Per 

this reason the Austrian provisional government of 19^5 

deserves far more credit than its success as a caretaker 

administration suggests. 
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APPENDIX I; Cabinet of the provisional government, April 27. 

1. State chancellory: 

State chancellor; Dr. Karl Renner 
State secretaries without portfolio: Dr. Adolf Sch&'rf 

Ing. Leopold Pigl 
Johann Koplenig 

Understatesecretary for military affairs: 
Oberstleutnant.Franz Winterer 

2. State office of the.interior: 

State secretary: Franz Honner 
Undersecretaries: Oskar Helmer 

Raoul Bumballa 

3. State office for education: 

State secretary: .Ernst Fischer 
Undersecretaries: Dr. Karl Lugmayer 

Josef Enslein 

4. State office for justice: 

State secretary: Dr. Josef GeriJ \ • 
Undersecretaries: Dr. Karl Altmann 

Dr. Max Scheffenegger 
Dr. Josef Magi 

5. State office for finance: 

State secretary: Dr. Georg Zimmermann 

6. State office for agriculture and forestry: 

State secretary: Rudolf B\ichinger 
Undersecretaries: Alois Mentasti 

Laurenz Genner 

7. State office for industry, trade, and commerce: 

State•secretary: Eduard Heinl 
Undersecretaries: Ing. Karl Waldbrunner 
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8. State office for food supply: 

State secretary: Andreas Karp 
Undersecretaries: Helene Postraneckv 

Josef Kraus 

9. State office for social administration: 

State secretary: Johann B$hm 
Undersecretaries: Dr. Franz David 

Lois Weinberger 

10. State office for reconstruction: 

State secretary: Ing. Julius Raab 
Undersecretary: Heinrich Schneidmadl 

Sta’ats'gesetzblatt, 19*15} No. 1, p. 3. 



APPENDIX II: Cabinet after the provincial conference of 

September 24-26, 1945. 

1. State Chancellory: 
Chancellor: Karl Renner 
State secretaries without portfolio: Adolf Schelrf 

Leopold Pigl 
Johann Koplenig 

Undersecretary for military affairs: Franz Winterer 
Undersecretary for foreign affairs: Karl Gruber 
Undersecretary: Dr. Heinrich Herglotz 

2. State office of the interior: 
State secretary: Franz Honner 
Undersecretaries: Oskar Helmer 

Raoul Bumballa 
Dr. Josef Sommer 

3. State office for justice: 
State secretary: Dr. Josef GerS 
Undersecretaries: Dr. Karl Altmann 

Dr. Max Scheffenegger 
Dr. Ferdinand Nagl 

4. State office for education: 
State secretary: Ernst Fischer 
Undersecretaries: Dr. Karl Ludmayer 

Josef Enslein 
Undersecretary for culture:‘ Dr. Ernst Hefei 

5. State office for social administration: 
State secretary: Johann B8hm 
Undersecretaries: Dr. Franz David 

Lois Weinberger 

6. ''1- State office’for finance: 
State secretary: Dr. Georg Zimmermann 
Undersecretary: Dr. Hans -Rizzi 

7. State office for agriculture and forestry: 
State secretary: Josef Kraus 
Undersecretaries: Alois Mentasti 

Laurenz Genner 

3. State office for industry, business, trade, and commerc 
State secretary: Eduard Heinl 
Undersecretaries: Karl Valdbrunner 

Hermann Lichtenegger 
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9.' State office for food supply: 
State secretary: Andreas Korp 
Undersecretaries: Helene Postranecky 

Ernsf Winsauer 

10. State office for public construction: 
State secretary: Julius Ra.ab 
Undersecretaries: Heinrich Schneidmadl 

Otto MiJdlagl 

11. State office for the security of property and economic 
planning: 
State Secretary: Vinzenz Schumy. 
Undersecretaries: Franz Ravischer 

Dr. Alfred Neumann 

Alexander Vodopivec, 
Die grosse Koalition und 
Molden, VjSET. Table VI, 

Die Balkanislerung 
ihr Ende. Vienna: 
PP. 392-393 

Csterreichs. 
Verlag Fri-tz 
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